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Student senate starts fresh
by Mike Rhodes
FUTURE STAFF WRITER
l

..

•

The first session of the Seventeenth
Student Senate will formally convene
on October 2 to begin what Vice
President Tim Albrecht says will be a
time to "build back the communication between the senate and the administration that was lost last year."
Albrecht, who chairs the senate
meetings, is anticipating a banner
year for the senate, which will
hopefully put behind the memories of
the much maligned sixteenth senate.
It was that group who was chastised time and time again for its infighting by its administrative

counterparts. Many of the seQators
who survived the scandals of the past
year did not run for reelection, most
notably, senate pro tempore Cindy
Spraker.
"I think that the sixteenth senate
drifted away from the philosophy of
'students serving students.'
Although the sixteenth senate accomplished a great deal, the seventeenth will accomplish much more if
they keep that basic philosophy in
mind, '' said Spraker.
Albrecht echoed Spraker's sentiments but was particularly concerned with some of the reactionary
legislation which the sixteenth senate
dealt with. "The senate will lose its ef-

fectiveness if it gets caught up in
reactionary legislation," he said. He
added that he would not allow any
such legislation to reach the senate
floor. Albrecht must approve every
measure before it goes to the senate.
After the Sept. 18 and 19 election
there had been some questions about
the disqualification of some candidates because they had not turned
in the required financial statements.
All but one of those questions was
resolved and the senator retained the
-seat they had won.
Ted Young, the candidate for Arts
and Sciences, seat 3, was the candidate disqualified. He and seventeen
other candidates ran unopposed.

Parking relief
Oh Monday OctOber 1, the
urWersHy wlll have 436
more~ pc:ltclng
IPQCel. The IWW parking
lot Is 10cated belftJ the
portable claurooms .and

the new~

436 new
parking
spaces

building preeentty under

construction.
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•
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October 1 will mark the opening day for a new
parking lot on the east side of campus. Originally
this site was to be opened on Aug. 8, but construction was held up by rain.
The parking lot is located near the new engineering and business administration buildings. The
construction of these two buildings is part of a project called CEBA, which stands for Center for
Engineering and Business Administration.
Bob Webb, the university facility planner, was in
charge of planning for this new parking lot. Webb
points out that this new lot is not a direct result of
the CEBA project, even though the majority of
cars parking there will be students and teachers at-

Union may
see changes
by Jennifer Machtel
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

The United Faculty of Florida and the Florida
Academic Congress are competing for the right to
represent the state's faculty and professional
employees in the state university system union
race.
Roy Weatherford, president of the UFF who
visited the UCF campus Tuesday, said that they
represent faculty and professional employees in the
state university system. They do the bargaining,
handle grievances, and do the lobbying in
Tallahassee and Washington. They also deal with
the processing, administering and negotiation of
contracts.
The UFF is the local affiliate of the National
Education Association.
The election will be held on Oct. 5. The faculty
Jeff Ghek Fulure
and professional employees will be sent a ballot
which will have three choices; to keep the UFF, to
elect the F AC or to have no agent. According to
Mark Stern, a professor of political science at UCF
and the campus campaign coordinator for UFF, if
the UFF does not win the election by a majority
there will be a run-qff. "Elections take time, money
and energy and it takes away from more productive
activities," Stern said.
tending classes at the new faeilities.
The new pa.rking lot will hold up to 436 cars at
The opposition, F AC, is nationally affiliated with
any one time. The estimated cost of the area is close the American Federation of Teachers. According to
to $300,000. According to Webb, most of the funds Weatherford, the FAC has 20 members and an inwere raised through the decal fund. ''There was come of $300 from dues, the rest of t heir money
close to 2 million dollars left over from the CEBA came from a grant from the AFT. He also said that
Project. Part of these funds financed the new lot, " . the organization has no elected officers. It is consaid Webb.
trolled by it's national labor unions. The AFT is
Webb said,"this lot is called the East Parking one-third the size of the NEA, who already has an
Lot and is not only for the engineering and business established democratic system.
administration buildings but for the whole
Weatherford commented that if the FAC is
campus."
elected, the first thing they will have to do is put
When asked about the possibility of more park- their house in order and get several hundred
ing facilities opening up in the near future, Webb members. He said they claim that if they win they
said he did not have that information yet. He did will re-organize and establish a democratic system.
say that within the next year at least six more "It is easy to make claims, but hard to build an
buildings of various sizes will be constructed on the
UCF campus.
SEE UFF, PAGE 3

UCF students gel more space:
parking lot opens Monday
by Eddie Gorack

Chief Elections Commissioner
Geralyn Clair said that the commision explained all the deadlines to the
candidates in a meeting well in advance of theelection.
The senate meeting will be held in
the President's Dining Room at 3
p.m. This first meeting will serve as
an intr~uction to the senate of
university officials. University president Trevor Colbourn, Vice President
for Student Affairs LeVester Tubbs,
and several other university vice
presidents are scheduled to appear
and speak to the senate.
Albrecht said, "I anticipate a lot of
quality legislation out of this senate.
I think they'll be strong leaders."
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0 AGGRESSIVE STUDENTS
WANTED

0 KLEIN IS COMING

Comedian Robert Klein will
kick off Homecoming
Weekend '84 with a Friday
night show at the UCF gym.
Tickets to the 8 p.m. perfor·
mance are available to the
public through Select·A·Seat
outlets.
Saturday homecoming
events include an 8 a.m. golf
tournament at Alhambra
Golf Club in Orlando. Anyone
can enter for a $20 fee. Also,
there will be a homecoming
picnic with entertainment,
food and drink at McCracken
Field, beginning at 3:30 .
Tickets must be purchased in
advance from the UCF Alum·
ni Relations office, and cost
$4.50 for adults and 3.50 for
children under 12. Last will be
the game at Orlando Stadium
between the UCF Knights
and Austin Peay State
University.
For a complete listing of
events, call 27 5-2233 or
275-2611.
0 DRACULA OPENS

The theater department is
working on the comedy play
Dracula. The play will open
Oct. 25, at 8 p.m. in the
university black box theater
and will run through Nov. 3.
The lead role will be played by
John Mevorach.
Tickets will be $7 which in·
eludes food, one drink and a
cash bar.
0 TRIATHLON CLUB MEETS
If you like to run, bike or
swim come to the Triathlon
Club's meeting on Oct. 1, at
7:30 p.m. in room 174 of the
Education building. For more
information call Jeff or John
at 273·4262.

0 LET'S PARTY

STAMPS·CARDS·I
•

- -

The Student Personnel
Association wants aggressive
students with an interest in
human resources manage·
ment. This is an excellent opportunity to meet and work
with some of Central
Florida's top personnel direc·
tors. For more information
call: Magaret Peters, presi·
dent, 834 -4855 or vice·
president Robb Ann Hurst at
857-3371, or pick up an application on the third floor of
Howard Phillips Hall.

-

0 WATCHING CRIME

There will be a series of
Campus Crime Watch
meetings on Oct. 1 and 2 in
the dorms. The schedule is: A new look
Oct. 1-8 p.m. Brevard Hall,
The U.S. Postal Center at UCF received some attention this week with a fresh coat of paint.
second floor; 9 p.m. Orange The painters are left Jeff Isleib, and right Gene Ward.
Hall, second floor. Oct.2-7
p.m. Seminole · Hall, second
floor; 8 p.m. Osceola and returned $155 worth of pro- launch. Hess, a public infor· 0 VOLUNTEER INTERNS
Lake, Osceola lounge; 9 p.m. perty was taken.
mation officer with NASA at NEEDED
Polk and Volusia, Volusia
Kennedy Space Center was a
•
lounge.
The Central Florida March
Sept. 18, $280 worth of hub- journalism major at UCF
Refreshments will be serv· caps were removed from a when he was hired by NASA of Dimes Birth Defects Foun·
ed. The UCF Police Depart· Firebird parked in either The as a co-op student in 1976. dation is seeking volunteer
ment is trying to organize the Village Circle, or lot eight.
The job proved beneficial to assistance with theif
res idence hall s into a
both parties, and upon educa tion·fundraising pro·
neighborhood watch format
Vandals have been respon· graduation Hess was offered gram in Orange and Seminole
and they need residents' help. sible for $312 worth of a full-time position.
County schools.
•
damage to five library copy
Everyone is invited.
Volunteers would help con·
Hess's duties have ranged
machines in the last three from public relations and duct the "Walk Around the
weeks. In each case the print journalism to writing for a World" program which iJi
0 SARGEANT$ SING
button has been smashed. number of NASA publica· held outdoors in the physical
The United States Air These criminal incidences are tions. He is also former editor education classes at local
Force Band and The Singing responsible for irritating of the Space Center's in-house elementary schools.
Sargeants will appear Oct. 1 shortages of available copy newspaper. In 1982 he was
For more information
in the Eola Park bandshell machines.
presented with the Snoopy Cathie at 849-0790.
from 7 to 9 p.m. The show is
award, an honor given to
free and open to the public.
•
Anyone having any infor· NASA's most appreciated
For further information, call mation on these or any crimes and dedicated employees.
Mike Greene at ex. 2659 or on campus please call the
Hess is a member of the
282-4749 after working hours. UCF Police Department In· UCF alumni and was recently
vestigation Unit.
accepted into the university's
0 POLICE BEAT
M.B.A. program.

can

ARO~
AMERICA~·

On Sept. 9, a Lake Hall resi·
dent reported that her $120
bicycle had been stolen from
the Orange Hall covered bicy·
cle parking area. Fortunately, a UCF police officer
discovered it parked in
another area of campus.

On Sept. 10, a student
The UCF Marketing Club is returned to her truck parked
proud to announce its first in lot six to discover the front
membership drive party · grill missing. An estimated
"Meet A Marketeer." It ~ll $300 worth of damages were
be tonight at the Wimbledon done to the vehicle.
Club House, from 8 p.m. to 1
On Sept. 17, a student left
a.m. Everyone is invited at no
charge and free beer will be her purse and books on a
served. For more information bench outside Phillips Hall
for a few minutes. When she
call 282-1505.

~AROUND

\)FLORIDA

0 MARKETING MARTIN

0 CLASS REUNION
Marketing could be Glenn
Martin's middle name. Less
than 20 years after his
graduation from college, he
has risen to become one of the
nation's top insurance ex·
ecutives.
To share his good fortune
with his community he has
pledged $600 thousand from
he and his wife, to an endowed
chair in marketing at UCF.
To be known as the Glenn
H. Martin Marketing Chair,
the gift will become a reality
with an additional $400 thou·
sand from t he state to reach
the $1 million price tag.
D HESS'S VOICE HEARD

This public document was Pfom.tlgotect 01onomucicostOISl00.0000t 5.3 cents per copy
to 1110tTn lhe l.fllverslty cornm..ntv.
OplAons expressed In The Future ore thole Ol lhe ecll0t 0t Ol lhe Wiiier ond ore not neo9S$Oi1y
thole Ol lhe l.Wverslly 8oad OI Pl.Ollcottons or Ol lhe odmHslrallon.

Mark Hess, a 1978
graduate of UCF, is the
NASA commentator heard
during the past s huttle

Attention Lake Brantley
High School Class of 1975.
Your addresses are needed so
that we can keep you inform·
ed as to the progress of our
reunion. Please call 331·4675
or 299·3476 or write Patriot's
Reunion '75, P.O. Box 1575,
Altamonte Springs, Fl.
32715·1575.

o COORS

aoYcon

A boycott of Coors Beer i3
under study by the Universi·
ty of Kansas student g~vern·
ment. Already, the Ult
residence hall association and
Panhellenic Association are
boycotting the Colorado pr~
duct because of allegedly
racist remarks by its chair·
man, William K. Coors4
Before student government
makes its mind up, however,
two students will visit the
Coors plant, courtesy of thl
brewery.
from On-Campus

•
0 HAPPY, HEALTHY LUNGS
Any individual making a
donation of $10 or more to the
American Lung Association
is entitled to visit a variety of
fitness centers in Central
Florida. A person willing to
travel around could get as
many as 152 visits.
For more information call
The American Lung Associa·
tion at 898·3401.

Correction
In last week's issue of the
The Future, in the "Around
UCF" section, concerning th:
phone number to call for the
NCAA Intercollegiate Rifle
Team, the number shoul<!
have been 275-2983. We
regret any inconvenience this
•
may have caused.

•
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Foundation to raise millions for UCF
by Cindi Miiam
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

,
•
'

•

•
•

A five million dollar fund-raising
project for UCF, titled the Quarter
Century Fund, has been initiated by
the UCF Foundation, Inc.
James Donovan, executive director
of the UCF foundation said Charles
"Pete" Cross, chairman of the fundraising project announced last week
that $2.8 million has been pledged so
far. The money will be used for library
enhancement, faculty emichment and

student scholarship funds .
The UCF Foundation. will solicit
business corporations, foundations,
individuals, alumni and other
organizations for the money, according to Donovan. Two major pledges
by UCF alumni have been made, he
said. The largest individual contribution made was $600,000 by Mr. and
Mrs. Glenn Martin.
Dosovan said the UCF Foundation
plans to accept pledges until the end
of 1984. The money pledged will be
received in payments ending in 1988
after a five-year plan. The end of the

UFF
FROM PAGE l

organization willing to work and give their money
for the common good," he said.
Weatherford said that there would be a great impact at UCF if the F AC were voted in. First of all
there would be no grievance representatives,
nobody to process or negotiate contracts, no
elected officers or democratic body, therefore the

project will coincide with UCF's 25th
anniversary as a chartered university.
As money is received, it will be invested. Donovan said, "The principal
can never be touched." The earnings
from the invested five million dollars
will be used for various programs
designated under the Quarter Century Fund.
A one million dollar permanent endowment fund will be established for
library enhancement. Donovan said
this money will be used for books,
journals, research materials and
audio-visual equipment.

democratic process that now exists would cease.
The UFF has trained volunteers available who
present grievances to the administration and try to
come up with a bargain. If this does not work they
send the problem to Tallahassee, or finally they go
to arbitration.
Weatherford stated that the F AC does not have
as strong a power at the bargaining table as does
the UFF. "Strength at the bargaining table is
directly proportional to the number of members the

Another endowment of $2.75
million will be set up for faculty
enrichment, Donovan said. This
money will be used to attract new
faculty to t he university and to increase the salaries of the current
faculty.
Additional scholarship funds will
also be made available to UCF
students under a $1.25 million endowment. The money under this program
will be restricted to financial
assistance, Donovan said. It will be
made available through existing
channels and on the basis of need.

group has. No members, no strength," he said.
The UFF represents all of the faculty and professional employees regardless of whether or not the
person is a member, according to Weatherford.
They have no obligation to join or pay dues and
nobody can be told to join the labor union as a
prerequisite to employment.
·
The F AC was unavailable for comment, although
repeated calls were made to their Tallahassee office. They have no local offices.

•

•
•

SPECIAL!
LADIES ONLY

~'l'l(jS'

NAUTILUS FAMILY FITNESS CENTER
7355 ALOMA AVE., WINTER PARK

a;.
~

(corner of Aloma Ave.& Goldenrod Rd.-lSA)

•

..
•

•

•

We Otter
Is offering special memberships to female
UCF students, administration, and faculty. 23 Nautilus Machines
Aerobics
Co·Ed Hours
Whirlpool
$10.00 a monthl
Mon.-Fri. 7am-1Qpm
Sauna
Sat. 8am-6pm
Showers
671·4083
Sun. l 2pm-6pm
Lockers

PASS CLAST?

Three books written

ESPECIALLY
To teach th e CLAST objectives.
GETIING READY FOR THE CLAST, $10.95, 154 pp.
Sample tests and instruction in reading, writing and
mathematics
COLLEGE MATH REVIEW, s12.9s. 260 pp.
Thousands of CLAST examples and sample tests.
COMPETENCY IN COLLEGE MATHEMATICS, $18.95. 495pp.
Teaches all the CLAST objectives in CLAST format.
notation. and thrust. Especially strong in logic.
Ask in your COLLEGE

BOOKSTORE NOW!!

H&H Publishing Company, Inc., 11 17 Webb Drive, Clearwater,
FL 33515, Ph. {813) 447-0835.

STUDENT
GOVERNMENT

•
•

Expect Much More in 1984 !!!!

•
•

•
•
•

•

•

Come on by the Student Center and take
adv~ntage of these GREAT services!!!!

*Discount Movie Ti,ckets•
*Discount tickets to Area Attractions*
*East-West Expressway Tokens*
Discount Photo Processing*
*Typing Room*
*Lost and Found*

•
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CASTROL GTX
20W50 MOTOR OIL

XSV OIL FILTER

OIL FILTER

I

•

Snap

Ea.-1

11

Fix-A-Flat

ENGINE CLEANER
ENGINE BRITE

S255

SNAP
POWER
STEERING
FLUID

•

•
•

•

10%0FF
OM ALL IAPCO DATSUN PARTS

ALTERNATORS

•

•

LIST PRICE

LIST PRICE
LIFETIME GUARANTEE
W/EXCH.

AS LOW AS

BRAKE SHOES Fits Most U.S.

1799

AS LOW AS
LIFETIME GUARANTEE
W/EXCH.

Cars & Trucks

5 ~AVE4.00

FAN CLUTCH

W/EXCH.

11

DISC PADS
SAVE 4.00

off

• Tune-up kits
• Filters
•Gaskets
• Accessories

99

•

•

I!!

Ortando 'Open 7 Days a Week

34

1 81ock West of SUveffitar Ir Pine Hiiis
5410 SilverStor Rd.

289·8230

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

•

•
•

•

SAVE

2.00

GOOD THAU 10/2/84

677·5488

,.

99

5.00 OFF
50 & 60 MO.
BATTERIES

Corner of Aloma & 436
Winter Park
3098 Aloma Ave.

7 a.m. • 11 p.m.

•

W/EXCH.

JACK STANDS

282·0572

• Alternators
• Starters
• Water Pumps

CHLORIDE 40 MONTH
. BATTERY

SAVE 7.00

Corner of Semoran & Curry Ford
5687 Curry Ford Rd. ·

•

•

NON·THERMAL

SAVE
9.00

•

HAYDEN

9

699

3399

This week Discount Auto Parts will find
original Equipment Quality parts for all
Datsun cars and trucks at a 20% savings
our already low prices. Here are just a few
examples!

•

•

8 a.m. · 9 p.m.
2 Blocks South of Ock Ridge
6210 S. Orange Blossom Trail
859·6171

•

,- ~ -

~·-=-
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· Finanical aid requirements get tougher
•

by Cindi Miiam
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

,
•

•
•

•

Several changes have been made in
procedures at the Financial Aid office
that will affect all students receiving
financial aid.
Mary McKinney, associate director
of financial aid, said the most impor·
tant changes made are · revisions to
the Academic Progress Rules and
Regulations. Students receiving
financial aid were mailed a summary
of the new procedures, which began in
January. McKinney said that many
students do not realize how the
· changes will affect them.

Previously, students were required
to complete 50 percent of the classes
in which they were enrolled. with a 2.0
grade point average, McKinney said.
But under guidelines set by the
federal government, UCF officials
have made the minimum re·
quire~ents tougher.
Full-time students are now required
to complete an average of 12 semester
hours for the fall and spring
semesters. McKinney said they must
also maintain a 2.0 GPA.
Another rule that will affect many
students is one that requires anyone
receiving financial aid to earn their
bachelor's degree in ten semesters or
less. Until January, this rule was not

•

widely enforced. McKinney said the
rules are "set to help students progress."
If students do not meet requirements when their progress is
reviewed. they no longer receive
financial aid. Students can appeal any
action taken. McKinney said, "excep·
tions are made if they're reasonable."
But in order for a student to begin
receiving financial aid again, they
must petition to be reinstated, accor·
ding to M.cKinney.
The new rules and regulations also
apply to graduate students. Full-time
graduate students must conplete at
least 18 semester hours a year with a
3.0 GPA or higher. Requirements for
RED KEN
NEXUS

Graduates in Electrical and Computer Enginttring,
Computer Science, Physics and Busines.s ...

The check disbursement method for
financial aid has also been changed.
Previously, students picked up their
checks in the cashier's office and paid
any outstanding fees with the
fianacial aid.
Each student is now given an ac·
count through financial aid. When
checks c:ome in, they are deposited in
the account. Any debts the student
owes are subtracted from the ac·
count. A check for the difference is
mailed to the student or can be picked
up by the student.
BROW WAX

PAMS BEAUTY
BOUTIQUE

NAIL TIPS

9438 e:· Colonial
UNION PARK
277-2768

•

East Colonlol Center
Near Intersection of
50 & Econ Troll

•

•

a master's degree must be completed
in five semesters or less.

It doesn't
•
take long
to get to the edge
Orlando

Mon-Sat

Shampoo/Cut/Blowdry
MEN $10.00
LADIES $12.50

9·6
Eves. By Appt.

Melbourne•

Attend the

• OFFICE SUPPLIES
• OFFICE FURNITURE
•MACHINES
• DRAFTING & ENGINEERING SUPPLIES

-Harris Open House
•

•
•
•

•

Technology's lc-.idmg l'<lge ill :!.!>dose as an hour·s drive to
Melbourne, Aorida. lhat'!> where Harris Corporation ha.!> created
a world of exciting innovation in a broad ~ctrum of electronic
technologit.'S.
Harris, 1-loricla's largest industrial employer, is a Forrune 200
company with sak:> of S2 billion. We produce state-of-the·art
communication, information processing and microelectronic
productS for the worldwide information technology market Our
employet.-s total 30,000, and our products are sold in more than
I00 nations around die globe.
We'll be hosting an Open House on Tuesday, Oct0ber 9th,
from 6:00 pm to 8:00 pm in the University of Central Aoricla
Dining Room. RefreshmentS will be served. On-campus intervil'WS will be held on W'-~e:sday, October 10th. Contact your
Placement Office to make arrangements.
We share pride in the achievements of our 300 employees
from the l 'niversity of Central Florida. Harris wants to be a part·
ncr in your career dl>vclopment. too. lhafs why you·n immc:di·
ately rt.-cei\·c challenging assignments that will stretch your
abilities. And you'll work in an environment that will kt you
go~ far as your abillt io will take you .
So wh}' go all the way to Silicon \'alley. when Silicon Beach i~
only an hour ayny? Attend the Harris Optii House and find out
how close the leading edge n.'ally is.
We arc an equal opporrunity employer M/FIH/\'

9AM TO 5:30PM
MON THAU SAT
7464 UNIV. BLVD
WINTER PARK

.I~~:

..

678-2976

UNIV BLVD. ANO GOLDENROD RO.
In Winn Dixie Shopping Plaza

•
•
•
•

•

..

CREW POSITIONS AVAILABLE
• PREMIUM WAGES AVAILABLE
• ED. SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM
• FLEXIBLE SCHEDULING AND HOURS

CALL NOW FOR INTERVIEW

788·2113
•

• GROUP INSURANCE
MEDICAl/DENTAL AVAILABLE
• VACATIONS PAID
• ADVANCEMENT OPPORTUNITIES
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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Children eager to learn
at the Creative School

class room.
According to Delores Burghard. director of the
FUTURE STAFF WRITER
Creative School, "The schools have an autonomy in
purpose, but the priorities can differ."
The Creative School for Children provides more
At UCF the first priority is considered to be the
than a baby-sitting service, it is an innovative pro- sound educational program for the children. The
gram to provide each child with an environment philosophy is that children need time and space to
that helps them to learn at thir own pace. In addi· develop at their own rate, and not at the pace which
tion it provides a source of research and special others think they should,'' she added.
training to the university.
Burghard said, ''We promote an environment
The <freative School was opened in 1976 as the where each child can feel successful at what they
FTU Child Care Center. It was felt that the term are doing, and not feel pressured because they are
child care was misleading and the name was chang· not doing what another child is."
Secondly, the school provides a place for univer·
ed two years later to the Creative School. In 1980
the school was underwritten by the state and called sity students to get special skills in educational
the Educational Research Center for Child areas, and to observe the children and teachers.
Development. There are several such schools
Lastly, an important aspect is the educational
throught the state, each with their own name. Stu· research done at the creative school. Professors and
dent Government was also instrumental in pro- graduate students. benefit from the research that
viding funding and support for the school.
is available for them at the school. The research is
When the school was first opened it had 20 done with the attitude that it will benefit the
children and one building. Within five years the children also. They are not used as mere subjects.
space was doubled and 40 students were enrolled.
Priority is given to UCF students to enroll their
Presently, 120 children are enrolled and there are children at the school. Next are those of the staff,
100 on a waiting list. The school is staffed with a
SEE KIDS, PAGE 7
certified teacher and a full-time assistant in each

by Jennifer Nlachtel

Children who are students at the Creative
School for Children spend some play time out In
the sunshine.

•

•

•
•

•

•
When the right talents and the right resources come together. the
result can be a legend in the making. Now. two landmark companies.
Chevron and Gulf. are joining forces to become one ol the world's
strongest and mos! efficient energy producers
When complete. the merger will be the largest m the history al American business
II will create the kind of team most managers can only dream about and a
whole new lmeup of opportunities !or Computer Prolmlonals.
In the applications area we support the functional aspects of the company
mcludmg hnance. logistics. marketing and refmmg In the operauons area
we support several large data centers. state·of·the·art systems software and a
vast data communications network Our computer professionals come from many
helos of expertise including computer science business adm1n1s1rat1on and
eng111eenng Each contnbutes special ms1ght or talent for orgamzauon
commun cation and problem sotv•ng
Jom us as we 10tn forces Chevron C()fJlOrauon Professional Employment Office
Po Box 7137 San Francisco California 94120·7137
An equal opportunity employer

•

Chevron Recruiters
Will Visit This Campus
October 11-12
.. .The Future Is
Yours To Create.

Chevron

===
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Meet the job·hunting pros
by Ted Young
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

~!i]==i~~==;;ii;f;]i~iil~'~I

The Career Connection Workshop Saturday, October 6 in the UCF Engineering
Building room 260, is an opportunity to find
out and learn how to get something everyone
nP.PC!~ - a iob.
The workshop will cover such topics as
"Orgaruzing Your Job Search,""Writing an
Effective Resume, ""Marketing Your Skills
and Talents,'' and ''Interviewing Successfully." " The reason for the workshop according to Dr. Robert Davis,. is traditionally colleges have not been very good at training peo-

KIDS
FROM PAGE 6
faculty, and alumni. Lastly,
children in the community are
considered. According to
Marcia Diebler, assistant
director of the school,
"Children from the community are rarely enrolled. There
just isn't the space."
The teachers are aware if a
child needs special assistance
or has
special problems.
These children are screened

•

ple to go out and find a job."
Who is the workshop for? Mainly for people
who are about to graduate and are starting to
think about the job market. Each person who
attends will receive a conference kit that in
itself is worth •the $15 dollars it costs to
register, according to Davis. The kit contains
a booklet on Job hunting by Martin Marietta
Orlando Aerospace, and Target Success by
Westinghouse Steam Turbine Generator division.
Reservations for the workshop can be made
at the communications depart~ent room 534.
Students are advised to register before
September 28.

and help is found either at the
university or' in the community.
The Creative School was
the first research center in the
state, and services the most
childeren of any of the others
in the state. It is called on as a
model when other centers are
being started.
The Creative School serves
as a service to university
students.
The parents of the school
have an active parent's club.

They do some fundraising, including their t-shirt sale going on now. They are also
working on a child safety progr am, car pool system,
babysitting exchange, and
possibly some night care for
the UCF night students.
Dr. Carol Wilson, Associate
Dean of Students said, "It is
an exemplary program of
what can be done when
students and administrators
join hands to meet a vital
need on campus."
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156 GENEVA DRIVE• P.O. BOX 729

t:!l-

•OVIEDO. FLORIDA 32765

(305)365·6611

MEMBER FDIC

$65~00 ·1N·srALLE D

Includes new shoes or pads, Installation of parts,
reoocklng front bearings, bleeding and adjusting system

If I Can't Fix It, It Ain't Broke

ALL WORK GUARANTEED
2819 Cleburne Rd. Union Park 282·8465

•

•

~ when people ~
§~
are o1ven §&
~.1.
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Opportunities.

§

WITH THE PURCHASE OF ANY NEW
CAR OR TRUCK YOU WILL RECEIVE

FREE:

•

•

SALES &
SERVICE

•

•
•

•
•

1984

COME IN TODAY
FOR A TEST DRIVE

•

•

APPROVED
AUTO REPAIR

•

NEW AND USED
CARS AND TRUCKS

•

Thunderbird
Turbo Coupe

Extended Service Plan
Tr>e FOfd Extende<I Ser.nee Plan is acont1ac1 bet·
ween you and FOfd MotOf Company that p<o1ec1s you
aga•nSI unexpe-;led repair COSIS on an extenwe SI
ot rraJO<components. and lets you dnve Wllh peace of
mond

24 MONTH
or
24,000 MILE
Maximum Coverage Plan
•
•
•
•

§
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SUN STATE FORD MAKES .
IT EASY TO DRIVE!

•

~

R

COMPLETE BODY SHOP AND SERVICE DEPARTMENT
RETAIL & WHOLESALE PARTS DEPARTMENT
AUTO & TRUCK LEASING AND RENTAL
LIFETIME SERVICE DEALER

_ I, The Min, Septemcer 2a. 19~
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rHouse-Sit For Your Folks .

• ••

\And help them earn · .
while you learn!

SUSSEXP~CE
2 Bed/2 Bath 'lbwnhome Vi11as
From Only $48,900!
.

* no closing costs
* state bond money ava.iJable
* many sold to investors
Instead of throwing away tertai:n.ment, shopping, employmoney by renting, tell your ment prospects, and main highparents to make a smart move ways. A modern community of
... by purchasing a villa at Sus- spacious, thoughtfully designed
sex.Place! With monthly pay- townhomeviUas,SussexPlaceofments-as low as $325*, it's the fersalltheamenitiesyoudeserve
perfect hedge against inflation to help you unwind after a long ·
for your folks, and the perfect dayatU.C.F.
home for you while
So, while your parvou're in school!
Westinghouse
ents are investing in
oT Sussex Place, locat~
~
your future, they can
ed conveniently off
t
i u.c.F. be investing in their
Alafaya Trail, is just
=coionial or.
:c
own, too. Build homeminutesfrom the camowner equity for your
pus, and also close to
si~r.
parents with R.C.A.'s
fine restaurants, ensmartmovetoSussex

D
D
*·

Curry Ford Rd.

Place.

OPEN DAILY 10 A.M.
305/281-6393
1/8 Mile East of Alafaya Trail
on Highway SO
Cust.om Financing Available
* $48,900 sale price. $46,450 mortgage
amount. Based on 71/2% conventional
30-yearfinancing. 13%APR. Interest
rates subject to change without notice.
Full details at Sales Office.

~ ~WE
WELCOME
1.:1
BROKER
COOPERATION
EQUAL HOUSING

OPPORTUNITY

'11 'licn.' •£ft:qa11a :1feeL.; ~JjarJa6iti·19!
A 01V1SlOll of Aesodenbal Communities of Amenca

•
•

•
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Health Center hopes for better times

•

by Mike Sclotto

•

Students having to use the UCF
health center recently may have
discovered that it is understa.ffed.
Students may have to wait as long
as two hours to be examined for an
ailment that requires only five
minutes of meq.ical attention.
A UCF student, who is a transfer
from The University of Tennessee,
said that the problems with UCF's
Health Center are minor compared to
the ones at Tennessee, where you are
lucky to be seen by a doctor at all.

•

One of the problems at UCF's
health center is that only one doctor
is on call for the 17,000 students
enrolled at the university. After seeing a nurse, a UCF student was told
she had a cold, and 30 minutes later
she was still waiting to see the doctor.
According to Dr. LeVester Tubbs,
vice-president of student affairs,
some relief for the center is around
the comer. These benefits are expected in the new university budget
spring or fall semester.
Tubbs feels that during all hours of
operation of the health center. there
should be two doctors on call; when
only one is on call the health center
functions less efficiently.

FUTURE STAFF WRITER

Tubbs added that the new budget
should provide for a director of the
health center, who may or may not be
a physician and at least two physicians on call. In addition, tentative
plans are being discussed for the addition of nurse practitioners who will
handle minor medical cases to help
take the burden off the already busy
doctors.
The question remains as to when
the new budget will take place. Tubbs
says the new budget will take effect
by spring semester, other administrators say that it would not appear to be likely.
Dr. C.W. Brown, dean of students,

•
•

The Knights Table Restaurant
Time Out Lounge

•

Located in The Quality Inn University
11731 E. Colonial Dr. 282-5074

•

•
•

Aristocrat
Alo
UNIVERSITY
LI
~
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Friday and Saturday

•
•
•

Our Famous Seafood Buffet
Finest Quality Seafood in Florida
Featuring
Peel Your Own Shrimp
Rock Shrimp
Fresh Shucked Oysters
Ships Round of Beef
Broiled and Fried Fish of the Day
Cajun Seafood Creole
Plus many more entrees
Salad Bar
Homemade Soup, Bread and
Cheeses, Assorted Cobblers
Adults $9.95 Children $4.25
Under 5 FREE

-..Ar....
om--.a.....
Av.....
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$6.25 Adults
$3.25 Children Under 12

I

t

Design ·
Tues.. Wed.. Thurs.• 9-7 .

STUDENTS ONLY:
Men Reg. $14.00
Now $12.00

,
',
',

'

'~

It's more than just a game,
Cush is the gift of romance.

AVAILABLE NOW AT THE
UCF BOOKSTORE

~' .st 1,e,,u1e1', r' ~

1J1UYme?d

LARGE SELECTION OF DISCOUNT SOFTWARE,
PERIPHERALS AND SUPPLIES FOR APPLE,
ATARI, COMMODORE, COLOR COMPUTER, IBM&. OTHERS.

•
•

MODEMS COMPLETE WITH CABLE
ONLY $87.95

•

~

•

KNOWLEDGEABLE STAFF

894·3304

HERNDON PLAZA ACROSS FROM FASHION SQ. MALL

•

DISCOUNT PRICES

•.

r,(, ••

EPSON, OKITADA AND
OTHER PRINTERS AT
DISCOUNT PRICES!

• BLANK DISKEnES FROM $17.95
HOURS:
MON.-FRI. 10:00-7:00
SATURDAY 10:00-6:00

-~

Then savour the experience of

•

•

I
1

Would you like to create and share
your own romantic moment?
Would you like to enhance your
relationship with that one special
person?

I~-------------------~
COUPON
I
· $1.00 Off UCF Students And Faculty
I
Friday & Saturday Seafood
Buffet up to 4 Persons With UCF I.D.
Senior Citizens $1.0_0 _0_ff_ _ _ _
Sunday
Champagne Brunch Buffet
Featuring - Eggs Benedict
Ships Round of Beef
Baked Sugar Cured Ham
Scrambled Eggs - French Toast
Plus Many More Entrees
Oh Yes!
A Multitude of Cold Salads
Bread, Cheese and Soup Table

__•:

!. '

.. --------------

Tuesday Ladies Night
Featuring 99¢ wine by the glass
Margaritas & Daiquiris
Monday - Friday 4p.m. - 7p.m.
Jumbo 17oz. Margaritas $1.95

II

'

fHAiiSTYiES-FOii:
1

Live Entertainment Tuesday Through Saturday
For Your Dancing and Listening Pleasure
Brother Good
With Complimentary Hors D'Oeuwes
5 - 7 p.m. Mon - Fri

L-------_!J~~~FI!!~------J

•

-+-!-~~

TIME OUT LOUNGE

Monday - Friday
11:30 - 2:00 p.m. Lunch
Drink of the Day 1.25
Soup, Salad and Sandwich Bar
$4.25
Soup and Sandwich
$3.25
Hot Chef's Special
$3.75 & up
Dinner
Early Bird Specials
5 to 7 p.m.
4 choices from S4.75
Full course meals beveragei. ala carte
one night special available all night

#:::::; \
~~ \

(I

SQUARE

Mon. & Fri. 9-6 Sat. 9·5

•

•

It is Brown's opinion that whether
or not the health center gets an increased budget, an increase in fees for
next year is inevitable. Brown feels
that since the ~chool is currently
operating on reserve funds an increase in fees can only be avoided by
enacting certain budget cuts.

Because you arc special to us . . .
... we arc offering a SPECIAL for YOU!

•

•

said a new budget should definitely
be in effect for the '85-'86 academic
year but the exact figure of the
budget cannot be determined at this
time. Brown added that the health
center's current budget of $850,000 is
an increase over last year but is not as
much as health center officials had
anticipated.
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So you are tired of living at home,
having your parents yell at you to
mow the lawn and com.muting all
the way from Ocoee. You decided to
move into an apartment closer to
UCF. Congratulations.
The first thing to learn in is how
to grocery shop. I can tell you how
its done, but you will first want to
go down every aisle, pulling
appetizing-looking bits from shelves.
Fine. I'll wait.
You forgot the toilet paper, didn' t
you? And the bill was so high that
you don't have any money left.
Luckily, you had a copy of last
week's Future.
Are you ready for some advice
now? Good. There is nothing embarrassing about a bare refrigerator.
One can survive very well on TV
dinners and beer. TV dinners are
easy to prepare. Pre-heat oven to
450 degrees. Peel foil back over
dessert. Heat 45 minutes. Simple
cuisine, and after a couple of beers it
won't mat ter how it tastes.
If you insist, you can buy a head
of lettuce with the intent to fix a
salad, and after it rots you can buy
another one. I always do.
The problem with eating is that
you will soon notice a pile of dishes
in your sink. Questioning how so
many dishes got dirty so fast is
pointless. The fact is they are there
but when should they be washed?
There are two guidelines to follow
when deciding when to wash dishes.
One is sight. If you see mold growing on them, you might want to
wash them soon. The other is smell.
If you can hardly bear to go near
the kitchen because of the overpowering odor, you probably should.
You didn't pay much attention
when mom washed you clothes and
now you are feeling vaguely guilty.
Relax. All this stuff about hot and
cold water and bieach and fabric
softeners is merely a conspiracy by
the soap companies. A simple box of
detergent is all you need. Just toss
all the clothes you can cram into the
machine, throw in the soap and insert two quarters.
If you want to get picky, you can
separate the colored and white
clothes. That's up to you.
What about furniture? Unless you
are well-off, don't bother. Most
apartments are tastefully done in
Early American Condemned. A mattress and stereo is more than sufficient .
Enjoy your freedom.

Perspective and control
important in today's world
The talks between Soviet Foreign Minister Gromyko and
President Reagan are perhaps the biggest farce carried out by
the Reagan administration since it began.
Perhaps the most whimsical part is the timing of these talks. It
is quite obvious that they were timed to coinicide with Reagan's
reelection campaign, and are being used to help it. Yet the
Soviets have conceded to have the talks.
The Soviets are at least smarter than the Democrats. The
Democratic Party will spend multi-millions of dollars on a bad
joke by the end of the campaign. True, Mondale will get to speak
with Gromyko, but the extent of that will likely be condolences.
But what would either side possibly gain by any kind of
"agreements?" The fact of the matter is, it is not politically feasible to solve any of the difficulties which lie between the two
superpowers. A:ny such agreement would destroy the element of
fear which the governments have used to terrorize their peoples
with for almost half a century.
Governments can only govern properly if they have an enemy.
This is true of any level of government. The United States is
afraid of the Soviet Union, just as the students of this university
are afraid of the administration.
Sometimes the governments which protect us can hurt us also.
But we suffer through the pains for fear of something worse. So
in fact it is fear which sometimes motivates us, and sometimes
holds us back.
It is how we let this fear affect our daily lives which determines
how much we live our lives.
Many people will stay awake pondering the quickest route to a
fallout shelter. Others will worry about the bills they have to pay,
and still others find it ponderous enough just to figure out what
clothes to wear the next day.
Some people will turn this fear into something healthy-a
positive, driving force. Others will be overwhelmed by it and will
go crawl under a rock somewhere. In either case, it is an individual decision.
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MY NEIGHBOR WOLFBANE
SEZ:" Turn off that damn stereo.
It's three in the morning."

S. Mlkell Rhodes
Editor in Chief
Vicki White
Managing Editor
Jennifer Machtel
News Editor
Richard Truett
Features Editor
Don Wittekind
Sports Editor
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Guest commentary

VICKI
WHITE

Observing bot h political parties
taking potshots at each ot her for the
past few weeks over whether God is
a Democrat or a Republican has left
me deeply disturbed.
It seems that both sides are try·
ing to push their own, personalized,
sanitized, and sterilized version of a
supreme being. This is disturbing to
me because I believe that a person's
perception of and relationship with
their God (or gods, as the case may
be) is a very pe!'sonal thing,
something that should not be
scrutinized and regulated by the
state.
One of the principles that t his
country was founded on was
freedom of religion. Yet it seems
that some individuals, such as the
Moral Majority, are twisting that
principle around to say, "Well, you
have the freedom to believe, but you
better believe this way if you want
to be considered a good American."
It is disturbing to me that certain
individuals would try to foist their
beliefs on others by school prayer. I
am all for a few minutes of peace
and quiet every morning before
school starts so that those who want
to open the day with prayer may do
so and those who may not can enjoy
a few minutes of serenity, but I
don't think that it is right to have
everyone bow their heads and recite
some sort of ecumenical prayer.
There are so many different religions
that any attempt to include them all
would be impossible, not to mention
foolish.
Not only that, but where does all
this leave the people who choose not
to believe at all? After all, by making the choice not to believe, they
are also exercising their religious
freedom. By attempting to make
prayer go public, the government
would at the very least oe offending
them by making them take part in
something they don't honestly
believe in.
0
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The possible implications of all
this are also disturbing to me. In
the first place, by attempting to
legislate religion, we are moving one
step closer to a state religion. This
bothers me because I don't like
uniformity-it leads to stagnation.
Another thing that bothers me is,
what will happen t o t hose people
S. Mlkell Rhodes who don't believe " the right stuff?"
Editor In Chief
Will t hey be stripped of t heir constitutional rights because they are
not being "good Americans?"
All in all, I believe that our founPamela Glmson
ding fathers were very wise in
Business Manager
deciding that the church and the
Robert Molpus
state should remain as two distinct
Production Manager entities. A person's faith is a very
Jeff Gllck
personal and emotional thing. Above
Art Director
all, I think they were wise in
Timothy K. larto
deciding to keep the two entities
Photography Editor
separate because this way it kept
religion from being kicked around as
Kevtn E. Kelley
Advertising Manager a political football
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Tuition won't buy staples
Editor:
As a graduate student at the University of Central Florida, I pay approximately $45 per credit
hour, an $18 health fee and a $15 athletic fee.
One day after making copies, I found out that my
money to the University System does not pay for
one thing: a staple.
I asked three different information desks in the
library for a stapler, but all claimed there were
none. Finally at checkout/reference I spotted ll
stapler on El desk behind the counter. When I
pointed this out to the clerk, she announced, "UCF
has this thing about staples costing money." You
see, if 1,000 staples cost 70 cents, then one staple
costs .0007 cents.
Next time, I won't forget my stapler and staples·
it will save me and others a lot of trouble
Constance C. Milbourne
Arts and Sciences

A.S.C.E. went on this trip representing the
university in competition. They invested their own
time and money to design and construct a concrete
canoe. The past two years they have won the canoe
competition and have been featured on P.M.
Magazine more than once. The A.S.C.E. also
entered four papers in the proessional paper comand has brought good things to South Orlando petition, with the winners to be published in
Campus Being a night student it has always been technical journals.
difficult to have my student I.D. validated. Rob
saw that need and was there to have that done. I
The kind of name recognition and good pubic
have never in all my years of education had such relations that these type of events bring to this
personal service. We need such men as Rob Rotter university add to t he credentials of anyone
graduating from U.C.F.
in the senate.
As for the recent action of the university to cut
The A.S.C.E. represents the University just as
off representation from the different campuses - it
appears to me to be a high-handed and irresponsi- the Crew Team, Debate Team, and Water Ski
ble move. Is South Campus to be without represen- Team, which are funded $35,000, $20,000, and
$8,000 respectively, from student's Activity and
tation now?
Service fees. The money spent for the A.S.C.E.
Rich Walker represents a very minor part of the $1,040,000
South Orlando Campus A.&S. fee budget. I feel, that $780 was very well
spent.

LETTERS

ASCE funding justified

Rotter conscientious
Editor:
I have been a student at South Campus for
several years now and have found Rob Rotter to be
a very conscientious public servant He has often
given of his time to serve t he needs of the students

l

Bill Tucker
Engineering Senator

Editor:
I would like to take a minute to clear up some of
the misconceptions about the American Society of
Civil Engineers funding.
A.S.C.E. was not budgeted any money from Activity and Service fees. The Senate bill that passed
was for $780, to come from an account for the Club
and Organi.z ations's travel.

SHARE THE

YESTERDAY'S RESTAURANT le

PUB

COSI
OF LIVING
Give to the American Cancer society.

presents

• B.B.Q. Pork or Chicken, Baked
Beans, Potato Salad, and Corn on
the Cob, 1·7 Sunday Sept.30
• Games, Prizes, and Live Entertain·
ment
• WHOO Radio Biii Michaels, Ap·
pearlrig between 3·5
• FREE T·Shlrts, hats and bumper
stickers
• Across from Eckerds Shopping
Center In Union Park

NOAH'S ARK
PET SHOPS

=
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Eost Orlando
657-0747
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K-MartPloza
Urwerslty and GoldenrOd
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It

SOuthwest Ortondo
859-3494

o'ro

i.-e can't get It, ~o

Oak Ridge Plaza
Texas and Oak Ridge

PARAKEET 8c CAGE
.

Don't Forget
UCF NIGHT EVERY THURSDAY
500 DRAFT BEER ALL NIGHT
(rain date Oct. 7)
~-

ROA. llRUNNaER

LESS 10% FACULTY
AND STUDENT DISCOUNT

'~o

~0~~0

FREE DELIVERY

PIZZA & BEER TO YOUR DOOR
UNION PARK • UCF AREA
CHEESE ONLY
EACH ADDITIONAL
TOPPING
PIZZA DELUXE
5 Items for Price of 4
PIZZA SUPER
10 Items for Price of 6

:

Don't take a
chance with your
Government check.
Sign up tor Direct
Deposit. Then your
check won't end
up behind the TY,
under the sota, or
in someone else's
pocket. Ask tor
Direct Deposit
wherever you have
a checking or savings account.

m:J

SEMES I ER IN SPAIN
Not just for Spanish majors only, but for everyone: beginners, "in between"
students, and advanced. Put some excitement into your college career!!

5.00

7.00

BEGINNER OR ADVANCED-Cost is about the
same as a semester in a U.S. college. S3,380.
Price includes iet round tnp to Seville from
New York, room, board, and tuition complete Government grants and loans may be
applied towards our programs.

.75

1.00

F·5

8.00

11.00

9.50

13.00

16 INCH
12 SLICES·

THIS AD WORTH Sl.00 OFF ANY
PIZZA. ONE ITEM OR MORE
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA

I
I
I

A9-4111-~~--------------~
9430 E Colonial Dr .(~ Mile East of E/W Expwy.)
HOURS SUN· THURS 4 30 PM -100 AM FRI ·SAT 4 30 FM ·200 A.M

Live with a Spanish family, attend c lasses
four hours a day. :our days a week, four
months. Earn 16 hrs. of credit (equivalent to 4
semesters taught in U.S. colleges over a two
year time span). Your Spanish studies will be
enhanced by opportunities not available 1n a
U S. classroom Standardized tests show our
students' language skills superior to students
completing two year programs 1n U.S.
Advanced courses also
Hurry, 11 takes a lot of time to make all arrangements

$1.00 OFF 1:;;s4:
:r---------------------1
:

million things
can happen
lo a check.

~~l'o,.lv&.r.

277•7777 ee,,~ee~;S12 INCH
8 SLICES

A

You'll never have
to wait tor your money.

•

PIZZA _,,, 2

®

SPRING SEMESTER - Jan 30. May 29
FALL SEMESTER - Aug 29. Dec 19
each year
FULLY ACCREDITED-A Program of Trinity
Christian College
(1ty

For full inlormalton - send coupon to·

If you would l1k• 1nform•tton on tutur. program• gift

perm1n•nl tddrt" below

SEMESTER IN SPAIN
slatP

l•P

2442 E. Collier S.E.. F·5
Grand Rapids, M ichigan 49506
(A Program of Trinity Christian College)

~
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Classified
for sale
SUbaru Sedan. 1974. Runs great:
Body In good shape. Asking
$800. Coll 282-8745.

•
SEPTEMBER 28, 1984

Wonted: Female roommate to
shore e)(J)enses of 3 bdrm. opt.
Non-smoklng, mature, responsible.
Please coll ofter 6:30. 282-2609.
Female to shore 2 bdrm./11/2 bath
opt. In Lo Alomo. $210 plus utllltles.
678-0971.

Atari 2600 for sole. Comes with
two joystick controllers, AC power
adopter, TV:Gome switch box ·
Duplex Unlversliy Hiiis 1/2 mile from
(with twin lead wires) and three
UCF. Immaculate 2 bedroom, 2
cartridges. For more Information,
both, nice yard, washer, dryer,
please coll 275-6213.
central air, wall to wall carpet.
Available now. 542.!i.OO 293-190B
Honda Civic. 1977. Runs good.
$900. Coll 273-7862.
1979 Trans Am, block and go!d
'Bandit' Edition. V-8, automatic, air,
new Goodyear radials, scanner
stereo, exel. condition. An eye
cotcherl $5500 firm. 282-7682.
Is it true you con buy surplus jeeps
for $44? Get the facts today! Hurry!
Coll (312~ 742-1142 ext. 689.
1981 Yamaha 250 Exciter I, 422
orig. miles. That's right, 422. Brand
new cond. super transportation
70 mpg. First $995.00 Coll Horry
277-2389

Mole to shore luxury 4 bed, 3 1/2
both home on Maitland chain of
lakes. Shore with 2 moles. Own
bedroom, bath, kitchen, living
room. Microwave, washer, dryer,
huge Florido room with wet bar,
central grill. Boat dock. 5400/mo.
plus 1/3 utll. 660-6834 Rondy work,
628-9508 eves.
Female to shore 3 bd/1 1/2 bthd
with 2 other females. $125/mo. plus
1/3 utll. Non-smoker. South
Goldenrod Rd. 646-~51. M-F.
Roommate wanted to shore 3
bed. 2 bath. home In Winter Pork.
$235/mo. plus utll. Doy 660-1984.
Ask for Martha.
Home to shore. 4 bd. In 'a spacious
furnished home. S225 each,
master bedroom S250 monthly.
Big bock yard and screened In
patio. Quiet house good for studying. Must be clean. CloseJo 50 on
Deon Rd. Coll Joseph 774-0902.
Roommate, female, non-smoker.
$150/mo. plus S150 security. 2
bd./2 bth. Foxhunt Lones.
351-5656.

Spanky

A ABLE TYPING SERVICE
Guaranteed 100'1. Accuracy.
Computer Corrected Spelling.
Term Papers, Theses, Dissertations,
Research Papers, Resumes, and
Cover Letters. All work prepared
on Word Processors for error free
neatness.
We
use
IBM
Dlsploywrlters and A B Dick Magno
SL word processors. We hove 14
employees for fast service. All
work done on quality printers, not
dot-matrix. Over night and some
day service available.
CALL 657-0079 or 671-3007.

for rent
2 bed 2 1/2 both at Calmbridge
Circle. $450 per month. Deposit
neg. over three months. Coll Lorry
at 841-8641.
For Rent. New 1,2, and 3 bdrm.
potlo villas with 2 car garages. E.
Colonial at East-West Expressway.
282-3275.
Five miles from UCF. Gorgeous two
bedroom, two bath. Low security,
5450/mo. Coll Lanita. Solmokers
Inc. Realtor 282-1051.

roommate
Shore o 4 bedroom house plus
garage. wJF. 5 min. from UCF. $160
plus utlllf les per room. Coll
282-3614 ofter 6 p.m.

FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING

typists
WORDMASTERS

F
R

E
E

"The overnight cure for
the term paper blues"

E
E

P

A

D

F

R

TYPISTS NEEDED
Con you type? Are you good with
grammar? Do you need extra
cash? Coll WORDMASTERS at
277-3980.

P

v

277-39BO

E

CRAWFORD TYPING SERVICES
Fast-Accurate-Reasonable. All
types of work. Large job discount.
Resumes $4. Near UCF. 282-0289
ofter 6 p.m.
RESUMES
Deslgned/Typed-657-0079.

help wanted

R
WORD·MASTERS

Y

EXPERT TYPING. 26 yrs. exp. Full
time. Term popers, theses, reports,
resumes, etc. Correction of spelling, grammar, punc., and editing
included. Reasonable. Coll Bea,
67B-1386.

Drivers, movers and soles positions
avolloble. Full or port time. Contact Jerry Hort at 678-9865.
GOVERNMENT JOBS
$16,559-50,553/year.
Now hiring. Your area.
Coll 1-805-687-6000 ext. R-4628.
Help wonted. Part or full time. Flexible hours. Doy and night shifts. No
exp. needed. 3.50/hr. stort-3.75 In
3 wks..25 more for night shift. sunny Waterbeds and Accessories
Inc. Coll 339-4327..

Call 275·2865
Call "QT."-Quollty Typing. Fast, accurate and reasonable. Exper. In
all work. UCF empl. l mi. away.
After 6 p.m. Marti 365-6874.

RETAIL SALES. Colonial Plaza Moll
retail gift shop looklng for mature
individuals to fill full and port time
soles associate positions. Apply In
person to Jackson's Gifts.
Part and full time help needed for
Installing open offioe systems and
.miscellaneous projects. Coll at
291-0921.

·Typing-Word Processing-Fast Service. Accurate and dependable
at reasonable rotes. Close to
campus. Call Cindy at 365-'4863 or
657-2733.

Help needed for home cleaning
service. Flexible hours, good starting pay. Must hove co( and
phone. Coll 671-7463.

QWERTY INC, LTD.
A word processing service for
fast, 'accurate, profe11lonal typing of term · papers, reports,
thesis, resumes. Multl·prlnt sizes,
styles. Spelling checker. Plck·up
and delivery.
Call atter 6 p.m.788·9097

Travell Freel Travel!
Earn high commissions and
FREE trips promoting Winter
and Spring Break ski and
sun trips. Sunchose Tours Campus
Rep. positions ovolloble.
Coll Toll Free
800-321-5911

services
Housecleaning done metlculously
by UCF student. Coll 671-0811.

LAST THREE DAYS

Prof.
typing/translations
(Eng.-Spon.) 20 yrs. exp. Foreign
elements typewriter. Fast, quality
work. Coll Annie 282-2161.

I
FAST
E
C
DEPENDABLE
L
K WORD PROCESSING SERVICE I

u

ASST. MGR. Looklng for highly
motivated, career minded lndlvlduol with retail experience to
fill Assistant Manager opening.
Must be willing to work flexible
hours. Starting salary $600/mo.
Yearly bonus. Apply to Jackson's
Gifts/Colonial Plaza Mall.

•

Advertise in
Florida's #1
Collegiate
Newspaper

~Future

$89.99
Earl Schelb Auto Pointing
701 W. Robinson Street
(4 blks. west of Orange Ave.)
(305) 425-3477

..

Come in for esltmote

CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
Free pregnancy test. Confldenttol.
lndlvlduol councellng. In Ori., 827
Menendez Court, just off Gore, 2
blocks west of Humana/Lucerne
Hosp. Doily/Sot. o.m. Coll
425-8989.
FREE PREGNANCY TESTS-ABORTION
SERVICES. Low-cost Birth Control
Services. Privacy, confidentlalfty
guaranteed. Guest speakers
available. Director Is UCF grad.
1240 Hiiicrest, 1 block south of Colonial off Mills. 422-0606 or long
distance
coll
free
1-800-432-8517.

ABORTION SERVICES, birth control
information, pregnancy tests and
councellng. VD screening, low
cost, confidential services.
Central Florido Women's
Health Orconlzotlon
1700 W. Colonial Drive, Orlando
898-0921

•

•

..
•

wanted
Baseball and other sport and nohsport cords wonted to buy. Coll
Lone at 365-3385.

other
Silk flowers and weddings and all
occasions. Reasonable prices.
Coll Ann or Mory 275-3869.
Well trained, well mannered AQHA
more for lease. Excellent troll
horse for any rider, English or
Western. Please coll 677-8894
eves. Ask for Christy. $100/mo.
negotiable.

lost and found
FOUND: Ton 'and white dog near
UCF Bookstore. Coll 365-B253.

by Carl McKnight
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Martin scores with 'All of Me'
by Suanne Boehm
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

.

"
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Steve Martin battles for control over his body In All of Me.

,,

Hurray! Steve Martin has finally done it!
After a string of only so-so films, Martin has
come up with a winner, All of Me.
In the past, all of Martin's films had one
problem-the story. The stories of ltj.s
previous films were thread-thin. The only
purpose they served was to move Martin on
to one of his familar routines from his comedy
albums. But not this time.
Screenwriter Phil Alden Robinson has written an intelligent, bright and witty script
from the Ed Davis book Me Too. ~ll of Me
concerns itself with Roger Cobb (Steve Martin), a lawyer. Cobb is sent to revise the will
of the dying millionairess Edwina Cutwater
(Lilly Tomlin). Cobb learns that upon- her
death, Cutwater plans to have her soul
transferred to the body of another woman
with the help of a Hindu swami. Cutwater
wants to leave all of her money to Terry
Hoskins (Victoria Tennant), her stableman's
daughter.
When she dies and enters Hoskin's body,
she can enjoy the-life she never had and gets
her money to boot. But her plans go astray

UCF Theatre kicks off new season
by Suanne Boehm

•

when at the moment of her death she is accidently put in Cobb's body instead.
Director Carl Reiner keeps a good pace
with this film. All ofMe moves fast enough to
keep you interested but not too fast as to
forget about character deve1opment. Reiner,
who has directed other Martin films, gets
Martin to tone down his usual "wild and
crazy guy" performance.
But with all the things this movie has going for it-good cinematography, good directing, good story, etc.-it is Martin's performance that's the best part. Instead of Martin
playing Martin, he plays Cobb; a believable if
slightly eccentric Cobb.
Martin's physical humor is par excellence.
With Cutwater controlling the right side of
Cobb's body and Cobb controlling his left,
the juxtaposition of the male/female gestures
is hilariously funny to watch. The struggles
between the two sides are even better. Martin
obviously put a great deal of work into
perfecting the two separate characters.
Tomlin also does well in her part. She
makes you dislike.Cutwater in the beginning
but skillfully brings you around to liking her.
Most of Tomlin's appearance is in the beginning of the film.

Unlike the other shows of the
FUTURE STAFF WRITER
season, Dracula will be performed in
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - a cabaret setting in the Black Box
The theater is alive. At least that's Theatre instead · of the main
the message from the University of auditorium stage. This will allow for a
Central Florida Theatre. The UCF more intimate feeling between the au·
Theatre has recently announced its dience and the actors on stage.
1984-1985 season. Three shows will Scheduled dates are October 25, 26,
comprise the season.
and 27 at 8 p.m., October 28 at 2 p.m.,
The first production will be the October 31 (Halloween) at 10 p.m.,
melodr ama Dracula written by and November 1, 2, and 3 at 8 p.m.
Hamilton Deane and John L. at 8 p.m.
Balderston. Based upon the gothic
Orchesis II is the next production.
novel by Bram Stoker, Dracula tells Orchesis II is a dance show consisting
of the exploits of Count Dracula of of current works by student dancers
Transylvania in England, and of his and choreographers. Elizabeth Par·
pursuits of the innocent Mina sons, UCF'S theater dance instructor,
Seward.
will also choreograph. The program

will include ballet, jazz and modern stage, show dates are April 11, 12, 13,
dance. Special guest artists will be 14, 18, 19, and 20 at 8 p.m.
Dance Unlimited of Orlando. Shows
All UCF students are admitted free
are November 16 and 17 at 8 p.m.
to the productions. With Dracula
and November 18 at 2 p.m.
however, a small fee will charge for
Gilbert and Sullivan's operetta The food and drinks. For non-students,
Mikado will be the spring musical. Dracula and The Mikado are $7 and
First performed in 1885, this operetta Orchesis II is $5. Season tickets are
is about Nanki·poo, son of theMikado $15.
of Japan. Nanki·poo attempts to win
For more information and reserva·
the hand of the fair maiden Yum-Yum
after escaping a marriage to Katisha, tions, call 275-2862. Box office hours
an elderly woman of his father's are 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. weekdays.
court. But complications ensue and Although UCF students are admitted
Nanki·Pooo must overcome them free, they are encouraged to make
before he can have fair Yum-Yum. To reservations as well as other patrons
be performed on the main auditorium to insure seating.

Musicana o·ffers food, entertainment
The Sunday lunch entree.s are pan·
fried
sea trout, chicken, and roast beef.
FUTURE STAFF WRITER
- -- - - - - - - - - - - - S e v e r a l choices of vegetables are
Have you ever eaten in a restaurant available. The evening dinner menu in·
where your waiter or waitress jumped eludes prime rib and boneless breast of
up on a stage and sang to you? You can chicken. The salad bar is identical for
if you spend an evening or afternoon at both menus, and specialty drinks and
the Musicana Dinner Theater in Orlan· desserts are availabel at additional
do, as I did last Sunday.
cost.
This spacious restaurantheater is The Musicana waiters and
filled with candlelit tables, elegantly waitresses, of course, are also the per·
draped with red cloths and white linen formers, and it is their on-stage perfor·
napkins, and lush green plants mance that is the real Musicana treat.
decorating the stage. The very talented These young entertainers, all of whom
Brian Murphy entertained us on piano, are either college students or recent
· along with the equally-~ented Mark graduates, ar'e just starting out their
Bradshaw (percussion) and Kevin professional careers. They bring a.con·
Olivera (bass), as we helped ourselves tagious enthusiasm and high energy·
to a hot buffet luch and salad bar.
level to their performances, and are
Chef Louis DeCarlo, formerly of delightfully refreshing to watch.
Disney World, has recently joined the
The show currectly being performed
Musicana staff. The Sunday afternoon is "I Write the Songs". The revue of
menu differs slightly form the regular popular music from the '60's to the preevening dinner menu, as does the price sent showcases the singing and
· $12.95 as compared to the usual theatrical talent of the Musicana per·
$17.95. This includes both the meal former. I especially enjoyed the
and the show which follows.
melodious background harmonizing.

by Beth Carran

•
•
•
•

The songs performed include some of
my very favorites, dating back to the
Beatles. A special tribute to Barry
Manilow includes tunes which most of
,)
us may not be aware are connected
•
with Manilow· some of the best-known
~
commercial t heme songs! These in·
, #
elude the Kentucky Fried Chicken
theme (complete with the famous red·
and-white buckets as props), the Dr.
Pepper and Pepsi themes, the Allstate
"Like a Good Neighbor" tune, and of
course, McDonald's "You Deserve a
Break Today". Another high point of
the show is a moving rendition of Neil
Diamond's "The Immigrant song''.
I left the dinner theater with that
rare "good feeling" that comes only
form watching a perfomance in which
\ \ I I I l•
the entertainers truly enjoy
'•.e ._,,,,,~~.
themselves. I recommend that you do
catch this show· you won't be disap·
pointed. "I Write the Songs" is playing through October 29, Tuesday Located in the Conway Shopping
through Saturday evenings and Sun- Center, Musicana is Orlando's
day afternoons. For reservations and premier dinner theater.
futher information call 281-6404.

•
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Phone·line makes furniture rental easy
by Stacie Sclarrlno
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

So, you've finally taken the
big step and got your own appartment. You figure you're
really set now, don't you? But
what happens after all the
novelty has worn off? You
suddenly realize that when
they told you your apartment
would be unfurnished, they
weren't kidding.
So now what do you do?
Well, you'll probably spend a
f ew weeks not doing
anything, just waiting for the
furniure to miraculously appear. Or you could scrounge
up unwanted furniture from
family and friends and have
to go through all the hassle of
finding someone who's willing
to lug a sofa up from Miami.

Also, you'll have to worry
obout why they didn't want
this stuff. Then there's
always the choice of going to
the flea markets and ending
up with a few moth-eaten .
. chairs that could have been
-anywhere.
Believe it or not, there is
another alternative that
many fail to consider or rule
out because it sounds expensive. Why not consider renting your furniture? A special
toll-free number, 1-800-FORRENT, has recently been set
up for the sole purpose of acquainting students with the
furniture stores near tlieir colleges which cater to the student budgets. There happen
to be several in the UCF
vicinity.
Shopping carts make wonderful additions to living rooms and are excellent conversation
SEE RENT, PAGE 16 pieces.
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This column will be devoted to keeping the
UCF student body informed about upcoming
events in the entertainment industry, album
releases, movie news, touring acts coming to
Orlando, and TV odds and ends will be
reported on.
Watch for reruns of Chuck Barris' Gong Show
begining next week on the USA network
(cable channel 13). Monday through Friday at
4:30 p.m. you will be able to relive such
classic acts as "Gene Gene, The Dancing
Machine," or "The Pointless Sisters," and
"The Unknown Comic." My personal
favorite was the black woman whose talent
was running around stage with a paper bag
over her head screaming, "I can't get this bag
off my head!!"
New and upcoming album releases: Hall
and Oates Big bam boom, featuring the
single "Untouchable." Paul McCartney's
soudtrack to the Give My Regards To
Broadstreet movie and U2's Unforgettable
Fire, featuring "Pride in The Name Of Love."
Prince is releasing a new single from the Puple Rain soundtrack on a limited edition
pressing of 20,000 purple vinyl 12 inch
singles. Talk about an instant collectors
item!

ENTERTAINMENT BEAT

JOE JERVIS
In October, new products from Billy Joel,
Barbara Streisand and Madonna should be in
the record stores. Next week, Culture Club
will release "War Song,"the first single from
the soon to be released album entitled Wake
Up the House Is On Fire.
The Big Chill will be on HBO in October.
This is the first time HBO will have been
worth the cost in several months.
Channel 43 now has a 30 minute music
video show on weekdays at 4:30. Local heavy
metal Cro-Magnons, Four In Legion have
just released a self-titled LP, their first.
British dance masters Blancmange are soon
to release their second U.S. LP,Mange Tout.
The LP will contain several tunes that made
it big in dance clubs: "Dont's Tell Me,"
"That's Love, That It Is," and "Blind
Vision." A late night ad on channel 2 last
week said: "If you or any member of your
family has been killed, ....the ad was by a
lawyer.

THE GOOD NEWS IN TUSCAWILLA

OAK HILL

Who:

First Baptist Church of Winter Park

VILLAS

What:

First Baptt1t Mission Crusade

Where:

Immediately behind the Wiiia Springs
Shopping Center, Tuscawllla Road

Get hot
tips on
crime
prevention!
-~

f
·'' . ) @-.'.

New Duplex VIiias
• 2 & 3 bedroom plans from $490 per month
• Leasing and sales office open dally
• in the city of Oviedo-5 miles from UCF

._ Phone: (305) 365-4927

When:

October 7 through 10, starting at 7:30 p.m.

Why:

To share the Gospel of Jesus Christ and
to Introduce this new Southern Baptist
mission to the Tuscawllla area.
Come and bring a friend!

Write to:

McGruff'"

Regular meetings of the First Baptist Mission of Tuscawllla wlll
start Oct. 7 with Sunday school and morning worship at 9:30
and 11:00, respectively.
For more Information, contact the Rev. Robert Ross,
First Baptist Mission of Tuscawllla, 644·3061, ext.30.

Crime Prevention Coalition
Box 6600
Rockville, Md. 20850

TAKE A BITE OUT OF

S.E.P.S.
•

Student Escort Patrol Service

At least 6 people are on duty every night-to
help make your nights on the UCF campus
safe ones. Call X-2424 to have your personal
escort take _you to your car or dorm, or
possibly . to another building on campus.

)

UCF Police Department
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RENT
FROM PAGE 14
Aaron-Rents, Inc. is located
on Semoran Blvd. It offers a
student package for $45 a
month which provides a double bed with headboard,
nightstand, sofa, chair,
cocktail table, two chairs, end
table, and a round dining
room table with four chairs.
There is a 3 month minimum
lease with a month by month
system after that. There is a
$45 security deposit fee and
an 8% waiver fee (included in
the monthly rent) which
covers insurance purposes.
Aaron offers either free
delivery to all UCF students
or 15% off the first month,
whichever will benifit the student the most.
Aaron also has a rent-tobuy plan which credits up to
18 of your monthly payments
toward the Qnal purchase.
Bill Redding, assistant
manager of Aaron Rents,
says that the store rents you

piece by piece, which means
that you can pick out each
piece as you like it without
feeling obligated to buy
whatever is on display. The
number to call Aaron Rents,
Inc. is 281-0100.
Certified
Furniture
Rental's Oakridge Rd. branch
has a student plan which includes sofa, end table, two
lamps, cocktail table, dinette
with two chairs or two
barstools, a twin bed with
headboard, dresser, mirror,
and a night table. The cost for
all ~his is $49.99 a month,
with a month refundable
security deposit. They offer
leases of three, six, and
twelve months' duration. The
six-month plan has a special
with 20% off the first month
and no security deposit. The
$21 delivery charge includes
set-up and pick-up.
The store has its own in·
surance, which relieves the
student from any payments
for accidential damage to the
furniture.

~Future

Nite Rock
Nite Rock-Miller Beer Trivia Quiz
1. Who was the last man executed for bestiality?
2. Which one of the Monkees released two solo albums before joining the bond?
3. What Is the Washington monument capped with?
4. What band appeared on TV five days a week on the show Where The Action Is?
This week's prize for answering the most questions correctly will be one pitcher of beer
from the Knight's Den, one Nlte Rock T-shirt, one Miller Beer key chain, and a Miiier Beer
hat. In case of a tie, a drawing will be held. Entries must be in the Future editorial office
by 4 p.m. next Tuesday. This contest Is sponsored by Nlte Rock and Miiier Brewing
Company.

THEIR 10 YEAR OLD DAUGHTER
IS SUING THEM FOR DIVORCE.

•

•

In conjunction with
the final rally of the
TKE . national KEG
.ROLL- a benefit for
-the
St.
Jude·'s
Children's Hospital

•

4

•

TKE

RYAN O'NEAL ·SHELLEY LONG ·DREW BARRYMORE
"IRRECONCILABLE DIFFERENCES" A LANTANA PRODUCTION
SAM WANAMAKER· ALLEN GARFiELD ·SHARON STONE
°"'""""""""°""'WILLIAMA. FRAKER, A.S.C. &""'"'"""°'"NANCY MEYERS
"""'d°' ARLENE SELLERS ...i ALEX WINITSKY
w"'"" o, NANCY MEYERS s CHARLES SHYER °"""'"' CHARLES SHYER

OPENS AT THEATRES EVERYWHERE
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 28TH

•

•
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Julio lgleslos/1100 Bel Air Place
Columbia Records

ON
RECORD
thumb-"Body Break." It's another one of those
foolish little ditties dedicated to breakdancing. Its
presence on this otherwise fine album is almost
gratuitous, as if the band, as a black group, was
compelled to do a breakdance song.
Other than that, the album makes for some fine
listening. It's soothing and relaxing without being
numbing. Mary Davis has a soft, silky voice that
caresses the words and is very easy on the ears.
Listening to her and the band turned out to be a
real treat for a first-time listener.
I' ..... ' ,

SOS Band/Just The Way You Like It
Tahu Records

,

****

~

fslesia

****
The SOS Band has mellowed considerably since
my last recollection of them-1982's "You Dropped A Bomb On Me." This, however, does not mean
that they have degenerated into a bunch ofmaudlin
mushiness.
Their latest effort, Just The Way You Like It, is
full of sleek synthesizers and classy horns, but
there are enough nifty hooks to grab you by the
frontal lobes and say, "Hey! Listen to this/" The
album, for the most part explores various aspects
of male-female relationships.
One song, however, sticks out like a sore

Isn't it funny how three artists, whose chart
careers were fading and one who was desperately
trying to crack the U.S. market, could join together
and by virtue of two singles all come out winners?
Such is the story of Julio Iglesias, Diana Ross
and Willie Nelson. All three are contained in Iglesias' newest solo album, 1100 Bel Air Place. After
stalling at number 40 on the chart with a shoddy
remake of The Everly Brothers' "Let It Be Me,"
Nelson hooked up with Iglesias and t heir duet, "To
All The Girls I've Loved Before" landed in the top
ten and probably became an anthem for gigolos.
Ross has produced a few lemons in the past few
years. Then she hooked up with Iglesias and landed in the top ten with the corn pone "All Of You."
Who's next, The Beach Boys? Don't laugh-they
show up in a remake of The Hollies' 1974 hit, "The
Air That I Breathe."
What has all this collaborating done for Iglesias?
It has shown that the public likes variety.1100 Bel
Air Place is now firmly entrenched in the top ten.
The entire album is easily accessible and does not
require multiple listenings to get used to it. If one
likes music that does not induce the listener to
bang his head against a wall, such as Krokus or
Judas Priest, then 1100 BelAir Place should fill the
bill.

THE WORST
THING THAT
CAN HAPPEN
TO SOME

CHILDREN IS
THEIR PARENTS.

e \~·
.
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Sad. but true. There are
many confused adults in
America today who are
abusing their children.
Help des troy a family
tradition. Most abused
children grow up to
abuse thei r own chil·
dren. since they have
learned no other way to
raise tho~e child ren. Yet
c hild abuse rs ca n be
he lped" Let us te ll you
how.

PREVENT atlLD ABUSE.

WRnE:

•

National Commmee lor

Prevenuon of Child Abuse.
Box 2866. Chicago Ill 60690
A. Public Service OI Ttus Newspaper " " "
& Tht Advon1s1ngCounc11 ~S

~\.·~~et~i~~~~

-~~~~""'@

•
•

'
•

•

"THURSDAY NIGHT"
Weekend Warm-up Parties
"Welcome" UCF Students
. Featuring:
• Free Drinks for Ladies Til 11:00 pm
• 2 for 1 for Guys Til 11:00 pm
• $1.00 14oz. Draft all night long
• Free Adm. for Ladies all night long
"Proper Dress Please"
Phone 295-3 751
4315 North Orange Blossom Tri.
Just South of Lee Rd.

"Where Orlando Danees"

This black woman could be
America's hope ... she's a United
Negro College Fund graduate
who could dedicate her life to
finding a cure for c ancer. A cure
that could save thousands of
lives e~ll ~ar. And fill every
black person's heart with pride.
So support black education.
Send your check to the United
Negro College Fund. Box Q . 500
East 62nd St.. New York. N.Y. 10021.

=
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But he got a big bang out of
lus·chscovery.
And you'D get a
bigger bang out
of chscovering
Bud Light It's the
less-filling hght beer
with the first name
in taste.
Get on the sack.
Hurry to the bar of

your ch01ce and bnng
out your best By
chscovering todays
great hght. Bud Llght.

•

•

EVERYTHING
ELSE IS JUST
ALIGHT.

•

•

•
For help with parties call UCF Representab've: Paul Kadanec, 282-9442.
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Knights triumph despite·injuries
•
•

..

•

Players recovering,
strengthening team

UCF clips WKU,
brings home a win

by Laura Umphenour

by Scott Gunnerson

FUTURE STAFF WRITER

FUTURE STAFF WRITER

While the Fighting Knights have suffered many
injuries early in the season, most of the sidelined
players are finally getting back to football.
Seven of the nine injured players on the Knights
team are back on the playing field but they will still
be receiving rehabilitation therapy under the direction of head athletic trainer Kevin O'Neill. Dana
Thyhsen, Brian Glasford, Victor Riddle, Brad
Davis and Corris Ervin all had similar knee injuries
which required arthroscopic surgery.
In this type of surgery an instrument about the
size of a pencil is inserted in the knee. It has a _
camera in the end so the doctors can see what is
wrong with the knee without having to cut it. This
surgery is used in the less severe knee injuries
_
because players tend to recover more quickly.
Thyhsen, the Knights' senior que.rterbackfiom
DeLand made a quick recovery, said trainer
O'Neill. He's been working on movement exercises
and doing a lot of running. Thyhsen was hurt in the
season opener against Bethune-Cookman
September h
Glasford, a sophomore from Opa·Locka injured his
knee in the game against Northeast Louisiana
September 8. Glasford, who was playing free safe-

The gleam on UCF head coach Lou Saban's face
has already worn off and he's pointing out that his
Knights (1-3) made many mistakes in their defeat
of Western Kentucky (0-3), 35-34, Saturday.
"I don't think that it was a matter of playing
well, we were just lucky enough to win the game,"
Saban said. "But we did do a job in the last half,
which made up for a terrible first half. It was just
nice to win."
UCF senior quarterback Dana Thysen, a DeLand
product, surprised the WKU Hilltopper defense by
throwing the game-saving touchdown pass to UCF
sophomore wide receiver Ted Wilson.
The 21 yard touchdown pass to Wilson, which
brought UCF within one point of WKU, was a rare
moment for Wilson. Until the TD pass with 48
seconds left in the WKU game, Wilson had only
caught 4 passes for 44 yards this season.
Although Wilson, clocked at 4.5 in the 40 yard
dash, has stayed busy returning 17 kickoffs for 383
yards, for an average 22.5 yards per return, he
could be the Knight's main deep threat.
Saban makes no excuses of double teams. "We're
just not getting the ball to him and that's our
fault," Saban said. "Our quarterbacks know he's a

An assistant coach works to keep the Knights
SEE INJURIES, PAGE 20 organized.

SEE KNIGHTS, PAGE 20

UCF shares second in Budweiser Bowl
by J.C. Meyerholz
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

•

•

•

The UCF men's soccer team exploded for the fQur first-half goals and
went on to shut Eastern Michigan
University 5·0 Sunday morning in second day action at the Budweiser
Bowl Tournament in Tampa.
The Event was hosted by the
University of South Florida. UCF
lost their opening game Saturday to
the University of Evansville, 2-1.
In the Eastern Michigan win, UCF
freshman goalkeeper Dan Cordia has
an easy collge debu.t, having to make
only three saves.
Was Cordia nervous in his debut?
"I was nervous for the first 15
minutes," said the Florissant,
Missouri native. "But after the first
shot, we got three goals and I just settled down.''
Cordia would get the only goal he
needed 5:26 into the game when
junior defender Robert Smith
centered a corner kick onto the foot of
freshman Mark Lamb. Lamb blasted

a shot right past goalkeeper Jeff Metz pointed Rudy. "Plus the fact that we
to make it 1-0.
were having to come from two goals
Seven minutes later, Gene O'Brien behind so it was a bit hectic."
picked up a rebound off a shot by
Evansville, with the wind to their
George Vrban and ripped it past Metz back in the first half, jumped out to a
again making it 2-0.
2·0 lead. Both goals were scored by
With 7:41 to go in the game, Todd freshman Jack Michell at 16:37 and
Goodman picked up an easy goal, 31:01, respectively. Michell's first
thanks to the work of Lamb and goal was assisted by Peter Gestrich
Brian Rannie. Lamb was to the left of and the second was unassisted off of a
the Huron goal and sent a pass over rebound.
UCF's only goal of the night might
to Rannie on the right side.
Lamb then cut inside, like a back have been the prettiest of the whole
door play in basketball, got the return tournament. Sophmore Jon Burns
pass from Rannie and fired a shot chipped a perfect ball into the box,
which Metz saved. But Goodman was one that not even the wind could stop.
right on the doorstep and tucked the . Mark Lamb timed the chip beautifulball into the net to close out the scor· ly and headed the ball past Huron's
ing.
goalie A.J. Lachowecki to make it 2· l.
In Saturday's loss to Evansville,
"He's (Burns) a quality server· prothe Knights made plenty of serves in· bably our best server of the ball on
to the box which were just off target, the team," said Coach Rudy.
Four minutes later, the presence of
enough that UCF missed some golden
chances to score. Coach Rudy said the the wind returned and UCF almost
wind was a detrimental factor, even got a fluke goal. The Knights cleared
the ball out of their own end with a
when UCF had it to their backs.
"I think if the wind weren't blowing long, high punt. The ball bounced
so hard, a lot more of those would over the head of goalie Lachowecki
have been on target," said a disap· and hit the crossbar. Fortunately for

the Hurons, Lachowecki was able to
clear the ball out of danger.
The game was physical. With 10:30
left to play; Knights' forward Todd
Goodman was taken down by a
vicious hit. The entire UCF bench exploded, but no yellow card was given.
Earlier, defender Greg White was
nailed by the Huron's Bob Bowling
and was helped off the field with a
knee injury.
Finally with 3:27 to go, Mike Blan·
chard of UCF took down Evansville's
Jack Michell with a sliding tackle as
he tried to stop a breakaway. Blanchard was whistled for a red card and
kicked out of the game. The Knights
could manage only seven shots in the
game, three of them from Lamb.
Evansville had just six.
With their two wins, the Purple
Aces finished first in the tournament.
UCP and USF tied for second with
the Knights given the edge for second
due to a higher goal differential.
Eastern Michigan was fourth.

Women's soccer destroys Barry University in season opener
by Bret Feeney
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

UCF women's soccer team
shut out Barry University in
their season opener on Sun·
day.
Barry University proved to
be no match for the foot work
and ball control of the Lady

Knights. Head coach Jim
Rudy was happy with the
team's performance. "They
played well, but not their
best, "commented Rudy.
UCF led at the half 3-0
and went on to win it 6·0.
Jean Varas scored the first
goal 11 minutes into the
game. Varas was the leading

scorer with a total of three
goals for the day. The other
players to score were Kathy
Mulqueeny, Cindy Jones and
Mary Varas. Michelle Akers
had three assists on the day
and Terry Schuler had one.
Rudy says theLady Knights
have a tough schedule ahead
of them, but he is confident

·they will have a good season.
Last year UCF supported a
4·4·2 record and one of the
toughest schedules in the
country. UCF was overlooked
for the NCAA Division II
Championship last year.
Rudy feels UCF should
have been chosen for the
1 championship. because of the

quality of the teams they
played. He feels both the
record and schedule should be
the deciding factors, not just
the team's record. The team is
hopeful of a better outcome
this year. Their motto for the
year expresses just that·
"Truth crushed to the earth
shall rise again."

•
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KNIGHTS
FROM PAGE 19
threat and don't seem to get
the ball out to him often
enough. But I think there is
going to be a drastic change
in that area from here on in.
Last season Wilson finished
second in NCAA Division II
kickoff returns, averaging
30.5 yards per attempt, with
a total of 732 yards in 25 attempts.
Thyhsen boosted his passing
percentage over 500, completing 14 of 22 passes for 140
yards. On the season Thysen
has completed 54 of 102
passes for over 676 yards.
Elgin Davis, UCF's

SPORTS BRIEFS

sophmore running back, gained 107 yards on 24 carries
against WKU. Davis is the
Pizza Hut will be sponsorUCF career rusliing leader ing a Punt- Pass- Kick Conwith 964 yards. Davis, who test to be held October 1-4
has bench pressed over 300 on the UCF intramural field.
pounds and has run a 9.7 The event will feature 1, 2,
100-yard dash, injured his and 3 person teams and will
ankle in preseason and has include both male and female
seen only limited action until divisions. Finals will be held
the WKU game. He gained 73 during halftime at the UCF
yards in the second half.
vs. Akron football game in
"I feel pretty good about Orlando Stadium. Contact
the game," Davis said. "The Recreational Services at
game really helped my con- X- 2408 for more informafidence a great deal, coming tion.
off my ankle injury. Right
now the ankle is a little teµder
but I'm getting excellent
treatment for it. I hope gain
100 plus yards in every game
for the rest of the season."

~
There will be a meeting for
all wrestling fans interested
in helping with the Knights'
wrestling team. The meeting
will be held October 4 at
5p.m. in the Multipurpose
Room of the Education
Building. The team needs people to assist with tournaments, fund raising, and
statistics. For further information contact Pat Cucci at
X-2256.

The first UCF Disk Golf
Tournament will be held this
afternoon on the new UCF
course which is located direc~
ly south of the Education
·Building. The application
deadline has been extended,
and interested persons should
arrive at the course approximately 30 minutes early to
register. The event will start
at 4:30 p.m. Call Recreational
Services at X - 2408 for more
information.

<

c.

Anyone interested in a
singles tennis tournament to
be held October 5 and 6 must
sign up in Recreational Services by Wednesday, October
3. The tournament will be
held on the UCF courts.

INJURIES
FROM PAGE 19
ty, was going for a tackle
when he felt his knee buckle
under him. He says he'll probably be out for the rest of the
season but will be back in the
spring. Glasford's rehabilitation started this week. He'll
be lifting weights, riding a
bicycle and using the
whirlpool.
Riddle, a sophomore defensive back from Lakeland, and
Davis, a sophomore center
from Holly Hill, have progressed to the same level in
their rehabilitaion program,
said O'Neill. They're lifting
weights, riding a bicycle and
using the whirlpool. ·
Ervin, a freshman defensive
back from Pompano, will
start therapy after O'Neil
makes sure his knee is ready.
Ervin had surgery on his
right knee last Friday.
Marcus Mays, a freshman
linebacker from Baker, also
has a knee injury. O'Neill said
Mays had to have open
surgery because the damage
to the knee was so severe.
Mays was released from the
hospital Tuesday after spending 10 days there. O'Neill
said it will probably be a full
calendar year before mays
will be able to begin training.

Good friends won't leave you flat.

)

•
•

..

•

•

••

SHARE
THE

COST
OF

LIVING.

~

GIVE TO THE
AMERICAN
CANCER SOCIETY.

The moon was up, the stars
were out and-pfftt!-your rear
tire was down. Good thing there
was a phone nearby. And a few
good friends who were willing
to drive a dozen miles, on a
Saturday night, to give you a
lift. When you get back, you
want to do more than just say
"thanks'.' So tonight, let it be
LOwenbrau.

Lowenbrau. Here's to good friends.

•
•

•
•
•
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Soccer team looks to Vrban for morale
by J.C. Meyerholz
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

'

_T_h_e_U_C_F_m_e_n-,s-soc-ce_r_team
_ _ha_s_a
youthful} look to it this year. After
nine seniors graduated from last
year's team, Jim Rudy has only four
seniors on this year's club: Mike Blanchard; Gene O'Brian, Greg Johnson,
and George Vrban.
Vrban has looked sharp in the
team's first five games. The Orlando
native scored his second goal of the

•

against FIT?
''You have to be up for every
game," he said. "There should be no
slack whatsoever. Even if we're up by
four goals, you still have to be up
because we've seen it happen already
in the season. We were up by 4-0 at
Florida Southern and they came back
with two quick goals, so you never let
up." If George Vrban doesn't let up
and his attitude spreads to the rest of
the team, UCF will have a team to be
very proud of. So far they're 2-2-1.

life, " said Rudy. " He's showing his
teammates how to run and where to
run to. "
Vrban thinks the'younger guys on
the team are starting to pick up the
system. "They're coming along real
well. Next year should be a really
good year for Coach Rudy, but this
year it looks really good as well."
With the win over Eastern
Michigan and a good showing in the
loss to Evansville, does Vrban think
the team could be overconfident

season in UCF's 5-0 win over Eastern
Michigan last Sunday. Vrban has
shown an ability to consistently be
around the ball. "It's being with your
teammates. I've played here four
years and have played with these
guys for awhile," said Vrban. "If it
wasn't for my teammates, for their
support, I'm sure I wouldn't even be
around," he joked.
Head Coach Jim Rudy is glad to
have Vrban. "He's doing better. He
seems to have found a new lease on

How to procrastinate tastefully.

The money whether I'm to be
you_.give
or not to be.
with fuflation. may decide
- William Shakespeare
Poet.
Help our

co~es cope

Actor. Playwri(;hl

·-BUILD YOUR SKILLS TO BOOST YOUR SCORE!
PREPARE FOR:

LSAT
• TES'f.i\J.TAPE' LIBRARY
• REINFORCEMENT TEST
• HOMESTUDY PACKET
CLASSES STARTING

..

OCTOBER 7th

..
...

East Colonial Pharmacy

..

9446 E. Colonial Drive
11

Phone 281·4777

Ac,.011 from Dade Saving a and Freedom Bank"
Next to Checker Cu

'

•

.. .. .

"'1 _ · ,

. ...

"'

•

(limit 1 prescription)

•

Pour yourself a cup of Irish Mocha Mint. Chocolatey, with a hint of mint, it's a
delicious way to postpone the inevitable. And it's jus t one of seven inspired flavors
from General Foods
'-=4aw'ieG+!H~M¥PMMM@iSRi~~
Jntemational Coffees. C".Ul \'1..\JQl'rtJ W ~li"A...llf..t ..,,j.,"('\jtlo.:hll (u/,1,,111111 C.Je F~ ~M Qllt~~
t Mdl ~ ..J~l ~ ..JL & dt.:::..:---:Jt:- - .l
GENERA L FOODS INTERNATIO N AL COFFEES.
AS MUC H A FEELI NG AS A FLAVO R.

A vaitable at:

University Book Store

•y

WE WILL SAVE
YOU MON.EV
c,·I·
lF

We Can Transfer Refills For You

Cfr.'EAAL FOODS

c 1984 General Foods Corporauon
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Sign up at Student Center Main Desk
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nowshoE
Snov.:shoe, West Vli;)\:1\a
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Cost: $220.00
Includes:
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Beer, and much, much more!

~
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Find out all there is to know-- KICKOFF PARTY Wed.
~October 10 on the SC green. Sign up at the SC Main Desk
~
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2 BED-2 BATH TOWNHOMES
ONLY

$430

month P & r
•
I

•

)! Fox Hunt Lanes
*A TREMENDOUS INVESTMENT:
• Purchase price $53,900
305-282-4393
• Only 5% down, $2700 (owner
occupied)
• No closing costs
• $430/mo. P & I
• Guaranteed 9.5% interest rate
first year
One mile north of Highway 50 on Alafaya
Trail 1.2 miles from campus. Furnished
model open daily Monday-Saturday, 10AM6PM, Sunday, 12Noon-6PM

Aloma

•- ~•
f-

~ -----------------~~
~ &~~
-.·
~ ~

FOX HUNT LANES

*

•

After hours: (305) 422-1111
•
•
•
•
•
•

Vaulted ceilings
Open, spacious floor plan
Large master bedroom suite
Cable TV available
Sparkling skylights
Charming loft

•

•

Colonial

•
INVESTORS - Foxhunt Lanes is ideally located close to UCF, Westinghouse and the new East Martin Marietta planl Single
units to quadraplexes are available with low-down financing.
*Sale price $53,900, $2700 down. 9.5% percentage rate first year. Note accrual rate indexed to 6-month Treasury bill 12.50%.
APR 14.54%.

Goodman-Payton lB
a~ociates, inc. --

•

•

..
"'

.
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Aaron Sam, healthy
and ready for action
by Bret Feeny
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

---------Aaron Sam looks to be a
promising asset to the UCF
football team.

•

..

Sam only played one game
this season, missing play
because of a shoulder injury,
but his statistics for that
game were very impressive.
In the Northeast Louisiana
game he rushed for 141 yards
in 17 carries and caught a 12
yard pass.

•

._

..t.~,

•~~ft..~
~,

The injury to Sam's
shoulder occurred two weeks
before the Bethune-Cookman
game. In the fourth quarter of
the Northeast Louisiana
game, his first appearance
this season, the shoulder
began giving him trouble
again. While he did not play
in the game agianst Georgia
Southern, Sam did get some
playing time in Saturday's
game against ·Western Kentucky, UCF's first win of the
season. He says his shoulder
is begining to recover.

~.,.

~

• ~'
,..

'

4''1
-,

When asked if he thought
UCF would have a winning
season, he replied, "We're on Fullback Aaron Sam during practice drills. His quickness and
the right track.
speed inside make him a threat to any defense.

25°/o off All Accessories
ORLANDO'S # 1 DEALER

d'
.1 ~~......
~ ~'r

•

Sam usually plays in UCF's
offensive backfield at the
fullback position. He says he
is running the ball well, but
feels he can do better. Sam •
seems hopeful of another
good season with UCF once
his injury heals. He said that
his main objective for the
year is, "to contribute to the
team for a winning season."

A

* IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
* ON THE SPOT FINANCING

• New Bikes from $129.50 • Used Bikes
Quality Bikes & Cruisers
Lotus, Shogun, Ross

* SALES OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
DRIVE ANY NEW OR
USED CAR HOME TODAY!

OVER BOO NEW
TOYOTAS & USED
CARS IN STOCK OR
ON ORDER! COME
EARLY & SELECT
THE MODEL&
COLOR OF YOUR CHOICE!

Pedals 8r Pistons

CREDIT NO PROBLEM/WE CAN
FINANCE ALMOST ANYONE
MEW OR USED CAR

Hours
Mon. - Fri. 9-6
Sat. 9-4
Sun. 12-4

NOW! 6 GREAT LOCATIONS!
NEW CARS
LOT 1-USED CARS
LOT 2-NEW & USED TRUCKS
LOT 3-USED CARS
LOT 4-USED CARS
LOT 5-USED CARS

HWY. 436 AT UNIV. BLVD.
HWY. 436 AT DRIGGS DR.
HWY. 436 ON UNIV. BLVD.
UNIV. BLVD. & DRIGGS DR.
461 N. HWY.17-92, CASS.
5501 E. COLONIAL DR.

LOC.# 4

~
....
~

co
~

LOC.# 5

678-1234
678-5674
671-1080
677-8487
831-8888
281-0013

275·3976

Colonial

535 N. Semoran Blvd.
Orlando, FL

E-W Expiess

E-50

c
0

~

i -

ALOMA AVE.

e

FAIRBANKS
\
~---+-----~

! N

with purchase of a new bike
(except sale items) with this ad.

WE DON'T
MONKEY
AROUND

NEW
1\ --CAR
~I
DEPT.

LOC.# 1

*e

LOC.# 2
ILOC.# 3

•
t-------"----------1----

Students - No Problem
Young Drivers - No Problem
PIP (for tags) - No Problem

UNIVERSITY BLVD.

e

COLONIAL DRIVE
SERVICE • PARTS • BODY SHOP
OPEN MON-FRI. 8-6
Jimmy Bryan Toyota will do all service work
and body repair on any Toyota regardless
of where you purchased the car.

•

All items subject to prior sale Jimmy Bryan's advertised discount

o~':,~

~o~~~L
~
~

•pu.bl.ica•ti•on•an•d•do•n•ot--1 1 1 ~
...~
~
....~~.,.

llfrollm•dlllea•le
..
r'sllimprl•ces-1oodlllit•hrou-&h•cla•t•e
o•f
include factory
or dealer options. NO DEALERS.
•

LOW RATES ...
LOW MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

Ma.Aufa®
INSURANCE

Union Park
Across from Winn Dixie
Dial 282-AUTO

22 offices in Florida
since 1973

•

·7309 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando, Florida
1 MILE EAST OF HWY. 436 ON HWY. 50

Layaw:.y

HOURS: MON.-FRI. 9.9 SAT. 9·6 SUN. 12·6

282-0370

-.- '

·
Layaway
7.,,,,,5 AvJi:;,ble

•

SALE

•

3
u you wonted a COU"trv-tem p1ne sute
and could not ollord H. llllfe's VfX6 chancel
Hea;y honey pine ksnbet • r8Y9f1lble
c:usNons In <Uoble Hen:uon. INCLUOES:
•Solo• Cl"lW • Cocictoil Tobie• 2 End lobles

2g800

$

COMPlfTE SET

SPECIAL DISCOUNT
TO ALL UCF PEOPLE

J·

ROOMS OF
FURNITURE
LIVING ROOM,
BEDROOM & DINETIE

ONLY

$699°0

SPECIAL BEDDING SALE
Extra Arm

TWIN
$108
FULL
138
QUEEN 188
KING
258

Sold
In
Sets
Only

By makers of Klng Koll

Swivel Barstools
Solld Wood
SPEQAI.
PURCHASE

s3900
-
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University
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of Central Florida's
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Student Government

I

!l .

would
like
to
thank
for
the1·r
everyone
participation in the Student
Government
Electionsl
Congratulations
to
the
following Senators:
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Arts & Sciences ·
William Dietz
Richard Anderson
Don Strac ha n
Randy Blosser
Jolee Whitney
Scott Townes
Steve McDonald
Chris Shocoski

Business
Steve Phillips
Scott Ryerson
Jim Combs
Therese Hamilton
Dennis Lasley
Edd Ciotti
Dee Rubin

Education
John Wright ·

At-Large

_l

Pete Mortin
Ronald Albright
Dwight Chesser
Mary MacArthur
Bill Tucker
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l
l

I
1

t

1

•

1

•

!
~

l
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Student Government is now · accepting
applications for the following Senate seats:

l
l

~

I ·
1
l
1

•

Liberal Studies

Health

Education

I .

Seat 1

Seat 1

Seat 1
Seat2
Seat4

1

Student Government will hold its first
meeting in the Presidential Dining Room on
October 2 at 3:00 p.m. All students are
welcome. · The dress will be semi-formal
(coat and tie).

~

~

1
l
l
l

Regular Senate meetings will be held every Tuesday from 3
to 6 p.m. in Engineering 360
.
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Engineering

Dea no Esposito
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Autumn's in the air, the leaves are rustling,
and the fun's just beginning. It's the perfect time
to stir up the smooth, crisp taste
of Seagram's 7 and 7UP.~
Enjoyed in moderation, it's the
ideal way to make the fall
more festive.
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This is the first issue of the third year for
NEWSWEEK ON CAMPUS. We hope that
we have become a familiar part of college
life to many of you, and we look forward to
becoming so to those of you who have not
seen the magazine before.
NEWSWEEK ON CAMPUS is different
from any other magazine designed for college students. We tackle issues that are
serious and significant in the campus
world-and in what students like to call

well as instructive. If that sounds like
NEWSWEEK itself, we intend it to. This
magazine is produced entirely by the staff
ofNEWSWEEK, plus a growing number of
campus correspondents who report for us .
NEWSWEEK ON CAMPUS is distributed
at more than I 00 schools. Our circulation
will be 1.2 million; about one-third of you
receive it bound inside your subscription
copies of NEWSWEEK. We look forward
to hearing your comments.
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A CLASSICAL EDUCATION

Scared of classical music? Daunted by its
huge repertoire and highbrow reputation?
•oon't be. Charles Passy explodes a few
myths about the classics and offers a brief
guide for new listeners.
Page 33
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the " real" world. And we try to lighten the

The Campus and the 'Real' World load with features that are entertaining as

Applying to business school-or any other professional school-can be bewildering. That's why
NEWSWEEK ON CAMPUS has spent the last year
behind the scenes at Columbia University learning
how its business school chooses new students. And
a current medical student offers an insider's perspective on professional-school admissions. (Cover photo by Melchior DiGiacomo.)
Page 4

The Fine Art of Student Photographers
The best photography today often takes its inspiration from fine
paintings, poetry or novels. In a special portfolio assembled by
NEWSWEEK ON CAMPUS, student photographers show that
they have learned their lessons from the modern masters of the
craft. The example at left: portrait with paint, by Hugh Crawford of the California Institute of the Arts.
Page 34

The Thrills and Spills of U>llege Rodeo
Yes, pardner, rodeo is a college sport. This year about
3,000 students will wrangle intercollegiately for about
225 schools. More than 350 hands gathered in Bozeman,
Mont., this summer for the national championships-a
showcase for cowboy and cowgirl athleticism, and a
celebration of traditional Western values.
Page 22

A Bastion of Male Education Goes C-oe<I
For 235 years, Washington and Lee University in Lexington, Va., accepted only young men for undergraduate study.
Now, faced with a declining interest in men's colleges, W&L
has made the wrenching decision to admit young women.
NEWSWEEK ON CAMPUS tal<es a look at the effect this may
have on an intensely traditional school.
Page 27

Robert Benton: Doing It His Way in Hollywood
While Hollywood thrives on big, noisy adventure films, screenwriter and director Robert Benton has won praise-and two
Oscars- for films that are small and quiet. In an interview,
Benton explains why he can't have it any other way. Page 31

MULTIPLE CHOICE

MY TURN: TO BE A MOM

Rock video at Northwestern; a calculator
that figures GPA's; a big break for a young
actor; morning-after birth control; dorm
decorations as a gauge of contentment; a
student's lab in space.
Page 17

Lisa Brown, a junior at Texas, finds that the
push behind the women's movement has
turned into a shove-and caused many
young women to be suspicious of the joys of
motherhood.
Page 40
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LETTERS

Pallottine

Asian-American Students
Bravo for "Asian-Americans: T he Drive
to Excel" (EDUCATION). It's commendable
that excellence and the desire to advance
one's social standing are being recognized
instead of portraying minorities as the initiators of the decline of society.
LORRAINE W. GARY
Norfolk, Va.
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Some ethnic groups are maligned for supposedly being shiftless, stupid or raucous.
Now another group is slurred for being
industrious, excellence-oriented and quiet.
Apparently one has to be blond and blueeyed to escape racism.
JAYLYNN L. KAO
Madison, Wis.

A group of mature, educated
Catholic men forming community
among the laity through
prayer and worship.
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Asian-Americans, as much as any redblooded European-American, belong in
this country. Don't blame us for takingjobs
away from "real" Americans or hold us up
as examples for other ethnic groups or social classes to follow.
RICHARD TOM
Michigan Law School
Ann Arbor, Mich.
It seems that Orientals are now talking
technology, not broken English, and play
with computers, not karate. This is all part
of just another and newer stereotype.
HENRY P. HUANG
New York University
New York, N.Y.
What about those Asian-American students who are not academically brilliant,
who party every weekend and who have
attained a happy and integrated medium
between Asian culture and American society? We are much more than just cold,
calculating study machines.
KEITH JOEL LOUIE
San Francisco, Calif.

Send for your FREE copy.
If you are thinking
about a religious vocation.
send for this FREE GUIDE BOOKLET.
It may help you decide.
Bl

Name
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Since you failed to mention Indians, who
comprise a fairly large and significant section of the Asian-American student body,
your article should have been entitled "Oriental Americans."
LAUTA JAY ASANKAR
Dartmouth College
Hanover, N.H.
As a second-generation Asian-American,
it is my firm belief that the Asian-American
student scene is not as rosy as you portray.
Many of us who seek employment in nontechnical fields must constantly struggle
against stereotypes that plague us. Prospective employers have invariably complimented me on my fluency with English and asked
me where the best Chinese restaurants are.
Further, many Asian-Americans in the
technical field occupy low-level positions
("computer coolies") with few upward-

mobility opportunities. The growing antiAsian sentiment on American campuses, fueled by vague notions of unfair
competition and foreign invasion, is a real
and pernicious problem. Two years ago, a
fraternity at Tufts University, as part of its
pledge-initiation activities, marched in mili- #\
tary fashion before the Asian House and
shouted, "Nuke the Gooks," and "Nippon
Go Home." Finally, I see nothing wrong
with Asian-Americans socializing among ..
themselves. People choose their friends
based on common cultural, political and
social interests. White students seem to feel
threatened by visible congregations of color,
yet no one makes a fuss or even comments
when white students sit together.
SANDRA LEUNG
Boston College Law School
Newton Centre, Mass.
I was sorry to see so much thinly veiled
racisminremarksbywhitestudents. "Asian"
students" are not "taking jobs away" from
anyone. Asians are foreigners who study in
the United States with student visas: it is
difficult for them to obtain work visas and to
take jobs away from Americans. AsianAmericans, on the other hand, are American citizens who happen to have Asian ancestry.Jf these Americans are "doing better
than we are," they deserve the better jobs.
J. T. BEATTY
University of Wisconsin
Madison, Wis.
Your otherwise excellent article failed to
critically examine the biggest cause of tension between Asian and non-Asian students: self-segregation and exclusivity
among Asians. Any group that claims a
special privilege for itself will simply increase intergroup tensions and the likelihood of open discrimination. The AsianAmerican who seals himself off from
American society will have to break out of
the deceptive safety of the culturally homogeneous group and become a full rather
than a partial member of American society.
DANIEL W. STAFFORD
University of Chicago
Chicago, Ill.
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College Cartoonists
I was very pleased to see an in-depth
article on college cartoonists (MEDIA). My
only complaint is that it made no attempt to
discuss the voice of women cartoonists,
which, though small, is significant.
PAULA FINDLEN
Wellesley College
Wellesley, Mass.
Letters to the Editor, with the writer's

name and address and daytime telephone
number, should be sent to: Letters Editor,
Newsweek On Campus, 444 Madison
Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022. Letters

may be edited for reasons ofspace and clarity. ,

Gening Into B-School [

Most anxiety about business-school admissions comes from ignorance of the [
process; candidates too often try to meet standards and criteria.that don't exist. ·
t the good business schools, people will do almost anything to
get in-cajole professors to lobby for them, hint that their
fathers might donate a building, flood admissions offices with
letters of recommendation. One applicant submitted 30 letters to
UCLA, although he was told that two were sufficient, and a
Columbia candidate produced an endorsement from Ronald Reagan. It's no secret that M.B.A.'s have a shot at jobs on the fast track
to power and prestige, that newly minted M.B.A.'s with almost
no work experience average about $30,CX>O a year to start and those
with longer resumes average thousands higher. So a lot of people
want the "golden passport": more than 100,CX>O have enrolled this
year in over 600 M.B.A. programs, a few of which are excellent,
many first rate, some no more than jerry-built academic structures
cobbled togetht:r by administrators who saw the demand and the
tuition dollars out there.
The competition for admission to the better schools is brutal.
" People get real nervous about a typo in their application," says Eric
Mokover, director ofM.B.A. admissions at UCLA. "They'll write

A

a full-page Jetter apologizing for misspelling a word.'' A Columbia
receptionist remembers a case of what might be called putting the
cart before the horse. One day she received a desperate call asking
which of the two jobs the caller had been offered would give him a
better chance at admission in a few years. Behind much of this
anxiety is an ignorance about the admissions process. Applicants to
business schools (and law and medical and other professional
schools, for that matter) too often try to shape themselves to
standards they only imagine and criteria that don'texist.
Misconceptions about business-school admissions might be
laughable if people didn't take them so seriously. "There are two big
myths," says Mokover. "You have to have a business major to be
seriously considered, and you better not have a business major if you
want to be seriously considered." Applicants try to find some magic
key to getting in when there is none. All else equal, an undergraduate
business major stands the same chance as a history major or a
chemical engineer. People straight out of college do not get judged
more harshly, so long as they provide evidence of maturity and
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Business-school candidates 'get real nervous,' says one official, and
do the strangest things-like submitting 30 letters of recommendation.
leadership and clear business-related goals. Clout cannot transform
• an inadmissible applicant into an admissible one. The best way to
pave the road to business school is to excel in the field of your choice,
develop some solid mathematical ability, acquire a variety ofoutside
interests and work hard at whatever extracurricular or professional
, endeavors you undertake. Admissions officers are particularly on
the lookout for people with the ability to think and solve problems
and to communicate.
T o clear away the mystique of business-school admissions, a
NEWSWEEK ON CAMPUS reporter spent many days this past year
observing the process at Columbia University Business School.
He sat in on meetings ofadmissions officers, traveled with recruiters,
talked to faculty and to students who finally made the
cut (he did not scrutinize individual application folders, which are understandably confidential). Columbia, both because of the quality of its instruction and
its unique setting near the corporate headquarters
and financial towers of New York City, is one of
the most sought after of business schools. So much
so that dean John Burton likes to joke, "We're proud
to be one of the 15 business schools among the top 10
• inthecountry."
s Burton suggests, thereisanelite, but you can get
an argument over which schools are in it. Nearly eight candidates apply for every opening at Harvard, more than seven for
every spot at MIT and more than 14 for every place at Stanford. Columbia, which had more than 3,300 applications for about 600openings this year(465 in the fall), offers a good case study in how the bet.1 ter institutions fill their classes. But each has its idiosyncracies, and
applicants had better keep this in mind. One of this year's Columbia
applicants did his cause no good when he sent photocopies of his
• essays written for the Wharton School of Finance at the University
of Pennsylvania, which had asked entirely different questions.
At Columbia, the admissions process for this fall's class began
a year ago as thousands of requests for application forms arrived in
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I11ter11iew: Som etimes it harms rather than helps a ca11didate

the admissions office. Completed applications began to pour into
the office in January-<:andidates often use winter vacation to think
over their choices and write the essays-although the deadline was
not until May 15. Fellowship applications have to be in by Feb. 15,
however, and in the month before that the forms were arriving at the
rate of200 a week. Just for fun, admissions officers bold an annual
pool on how many applications will be delivered on Feb. 15 alone.
This year Elizabeth Katsivelos collected S 13 on a low guess of 89;
she reckoned that there had been such a flood of early applications
that the pace was bound to slacken.
Katsivelos is one of four people who make the admissions decisions for Columbia. They are all, by coincidence, women, and their
backgrounds suggest the variety of people who end
up in business school. Katsivelos holds a master's
degree in art history and sold art before joining the
admissions staff two years ago. Joyce E. Cornell, the
director for five years (her formal title is assistant
dean for admissions), has a master's in education.
Associate director Pat Lang earned a Columbia
M.B.A. after working in publishing and advertising.
Vanessa Womack took a bachelor's in mineral economics, then a Columbia M.B.A.
Because of the reading and processing load, Columbia's business-school faculty rarely participates
in the admissions process. There is, however, a faculty committee on
admissions, which is called in on unusual cases. For instance, a successful business executive in his 50s recently applied. His test scores
were good and his record of achievement was impressive, but questions arose. What difference would an M.B.A. make this late in his
career? What younger person would he squeeze out? T he case went
to the faculty committee, which decided that the executive had established that he would benefit from the opportunity and, more important, that his very presence at the school and his contributions in
the classroom based on experience would enrich the class. He got in.
T he executive was not asked to plead his case personally because
Columbia not only does not require interviews but does not encour-

Decision m akers (from left) Lang, Com ell, Womack, Katsivelos
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BUSINESS
are going to be the best-here academically
and later professionally." If this sounds elitist, it is. Columbia, like its peers, is unashamedly trying to admit the movers and
shakers of tomorrow.
In most cases two admissions officers read
an application, and if a consensus cannot be
reached, all four read thematerial, then meet •
to debate the merits. In early August, with
most of the entering class decided upon,
Cornell, Lang, Katsivelos and Womack
convened to discuss five candidates on the.,
borderline. "If any of these people had one
point stronger, that would put them in," said
Cornell. "If any of them had one other hole,
they would be rejected." These were the five:
an investment banker, with no more than
good grades and modest GMAT scores, but
impressive career growth and references •
that Lang called "as compelling as I've ever
read"; an art-history graduate from an Ivy
League school who offered good grades and
strong G MAT scores, but an awkward essay ..
and a terrible professional reference; a geophysicist from the West Coast with solid
grades but subpar GMA T scores and less
than overwhelming professional advance- •
ment; a woman in the technical sales field,
and a brand-new chemical-engineering 1
graduate.

l
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he admissions officers clearly took
sides. Cornell liked the art-history major who had gone on to manufacture
wooden toys. "She's entrepreneurial," Cor- "
nell said. "She doesn't just see it, she does it.
We don't see that many people who actually
are entrepreneurial. I'm willing to takea risk
with her." In comparing the relative merits
of the investment banker and the geophysicist, Katsivelos asked the hallmark question: "Who do you think is going to make
better use of the M.B.A. ?" Katsivelos, Wo- •
mack and Lang all chose the banker; Cornell
rather preferred the geophysicist. Conclusion: the investment banker, the toy manu- •
facturer and the technical saleswoman all
got in; the others did not.
When the calls get this close, can clout
provide enough ofan edge to get a candidate
in? The efforts of influential friends sway a
decision only rarely, admissions officers insist, and never turn an outright rejection
intoanacceptance. "You'redoingadisserv- •
ice to admit people who aren't qualified,"
says Lang. "They sit and beg to get in, but if
you do it you're just hurting them." The
staff still remembers the academic struggle ~
of a student who was admitted primarily
because he was a close relative of a Columbia trustee. Even a seemingly impressive
show of clout-such as the letter of recom-r
mendation from Ronald Reagan-makes
no more than a marginal impact. This year
the determined efforts of a Columbia business-school professor in behalf of one applicant failed to budge the decision makers.
"He wrote a strong recommendation," recalls Eli Noam, head of the faculty admis- ,.
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BUSINESS
sions committee, "and we said no. He protested. We still said no."
A similar restriction exists for minority
candidates. Columbia wants more of them
and takes into account the disadvantaged
backgroundsmanyofthem have, but admissions officers cannot bend the rules, says
Cornell, "because ifyou admit anybody who
can't do the work, you're defeating your
purpose." To increase the numbers of minorities at the school, Columbia recruits the
best and brightest at schools with large minority enrollment, supports efforts to encourage minorities to enter business and
offers generous fellowships.
The admissions office applies the same
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techniques in a more general way to attract
all manner of quality students. "You can
never have too many perfect applicants,"
says Cornell. Admissions officers visit about
60 campuses-mostly private-each fall to
show the flag and spur student interest.
Former admissions officer Susan Swett visited Williams College last November and
met with four students. She began with an
informational spiel about the school, then
asked the students about their interests and
answered their questions about such things
as housing at Columbia and the school's
joint-degree program in business and law.
Even though he didn't plan to apply to
business school for a couple of years, D avid
Altshuler, a senior political-economy major, came prepared with a legal pad full of
questions, includ ing one about Columbia's
use of computers. " I've got a PC here, so I'm
an absolute addict," confessed Al tshuler,
who had created his own software consult-

"Schnapps
never tasted
so cool:'

"FIRST
IN ITS
CLASS"

BUSINESS
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Lobbying by influential friends rarely helps
applicants- and never guarantees admission.

R eception for the new class: For erery person accepted, jfre must be turned away
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ing business. Afterward Swett exulted,
"You're not going to get an interview better
than that. H e came prepared. He had read
the catalog. H e knew his career interests."
The actual ad mission ofstudents begins in
late January, and most applicants receive an
answer within six weeks. Columbia uses a
rolling admissions procedure, which means
that candidates are admitted steadily from
January sometimes to the beginning of the
fall term in September. Around the first of
March, theschoolcreatesa "wait list," from
which it will fill places in the class when some
of those already admitted choose to go elsewhere or not attend school at all. By J une
there may be 75 to 90 people on the wait list.
"They're good," says Cornell, "but they're
not as good as the people we've admitted."
Some years a substantial number of waitlisted applicants get in, particularly if the
quality ofapplicants drops off near the end of
the admissions cycle.

C

olumbia knows, ofcourse, that many of
the candidates it admits will also be
accepted by other top-rank business
schools, so it works hard to attract the students it wants. One tactic is a series of receptions in several majorcitiesin thespring. Ata
mid-March gathering in a midtown Manhattan hotel, about lOOprospectivestudents
clustered around admissions officers, Columbia faculty and their fellow acceptees.
Tipped off about one hot prospect, David
Miller, who teaches international finance
and is one of the school's most popular
professors, courted him avidly. Later Miller
offered a simple explanation of why it was
important to him: "It would be a delight to
have this guy in class. He'll ask interesting
questions. He'll make life worth living."

Whatever Miller said must have helped; the
student chose Columbia.
Nicholas Valerio, then working in investment banking in New York, attended the reception to find out about financial aid. At
that point Valerio had been admitted to
three other M.B.A. programs and was waiting to hear from a fourth. (Valerio ended up
at Wharton.) Gary McManus, then an auditor in the Philadelphia area, had been accepted at Columbia and was waiting to hear
from three other schools. McManus said he
came mainly "to geta better idea of what Columbia is about," and be ultimately decided
to come. A similar curiosity brought a group
ofstudents al ready committed to Columbia
to a reception at a private home in Washington, D .C., in early August. Clay Phillips and
his wife, Katie, had serious questions about
housing. They gotthetruth: thesearch foran
apartment would be long and wearying.
(The Phillipses have found one.)
One month ago the new class so carefully
culled by Columbia arrived on the Morningside H eights campus to begin classes. On the
first day of orientation, 475 folders waited
for new students, although admissions officers had known from experience that some
wouldn'tshow up. As it happened, 10 people
didn't come, leaving Columbia with precisely as many new students as it wanted: 465.
They came from 39 states and 34 foreign
countries; slightly under one-third were
women, about one-eighth minority (about
one-third of those black); they averaged just
over 25 years old. Fewer than one in six had
an undergraduate degree in businessadministration. About 80 percent had some postcollege work experience.
As they gathered for a reception in the
awesome rotunda of Low Library, many in
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IT TYPES IN BLACK,
BLUE, GREEN ANO RED.
IT PLOTS FOUR-COLOR
PIE GRAPHS, FOUR-COLOR
LINE GRAPHS AND
lWO-COLOR BAR GRAPHS.
IT TYPES LARGE, MEDIUM
AND SMALL.
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Available at leading retailers evezywbere.
BROTHER INTERNATIONAL CORP., 8 Corporate Place, Piscataway, N.J. 08854
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Air Force engineers are designing tomorrow's technology today. It takes imagination to dream new dreams
and skills to bring those dreams to life.
If you're an electrical or aerospace engineer, or plan to
be, the Air Force gives you a chance to push your skills to
the limit and learn new ones. And while you're growing,

you'll be helping your country grow stronger, too.
For more detailed information, call us toll-free at
1-800-423-USAF (in Calif. 1-800-232-USAF). Better
yet, send your resume to HRS/RSAAl~E. Randolph
AFB, TX 78150. We're waiting for your ideas.

AIM HIGH AIR FORCE
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MULTIPLE CHOICE

Sophomore's Shuttle Payload
•

Shawn Murphy, a sophomore at O hio's Hiram College, almost
didn't make it back to school on time this faJI: he had to spend a
week at the Johnson Space Center in Houston monitoring his
experiment being conducted on the shuttle Discovery. While a
• junior in high school, Murphy won a NASA contest to have his
experiment performed in space, and Rockwell International funded the $100,000 project. The results may help improve the microminiaturization of such things as computer chips.
~
Murphy, whose father is a physicist, proposed to make a more
efficient crystal of the metallic element indium. Scientists aboard
Discovery simply switched on Murphy's self-controlling F luid
• Experiment Apparatus and the machine did the rest. By applying
heat to a crystalline structure of indium in zero gravity and introducing a seed crystal of the metal, a largersinglecrystal was created.
Murphy, watching from the control center, liked what he saw.
• Rockwell engineers are also pleased. "The apparatus worked like a
charm," reports Rockwell's Gunther Schurr. Murphy, who has not
declared a major at Hiram, is dubious about science as a career, but
the business potential of his project intrigues him. "There's a lot of
• money to be made there," he says. " I look at it very pragmaticaJly.
That's one of the words I learned in college."
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Murphy at the Johnson Space Center: A practical education

A Second Chance at Birth Control
Postcoital contraception-in effect, birth
control after the fact-has been around for
about 20 years. But largely because most
women don't know that it is available, PCC
has not been widely used. Now an increasing number of physicians have begun to
prescribe PCC, which was first developed
for use by rape victims, for women who used
inadequate birth control during sexual
intercourse.
The simplest form of PCC is a combination of hormones. "It's as simple as taking
four tablets within a 24-hour period," says
Dr. Lee Schilling, staft'gynecologist for Student Health Services at California State
University, Fresno. For those who miss the

72-hour cutoff for starting treatment, or
who cannot tolerate oral contraceptives, an
intrauterine device can be inserted. Both
methods work by preventing the implantation of the fertilized egg in the uterus (which
can occur as late as eight days after intercourse). Studies indicate that either method
of PCC can reduce the incidence of pregnancy as much as 98 percent. But Schilling
found that few students were aware that
PCC was available. The medical director of
Planned Parenthood ofNew York City, Dr.
Enayat Elahi. speculates that physicians
have been reluctant to publicize PCC because they don't want patients to rely on
it instead of conventional contraception.

•

Elahi emphasizes that it should be used only
as an emergency measure if preca.ut;ons
were not taken in advance orotber-metJwds.
are thought to have failed.
Like contraception generally, PCC bas
its risks. The IUDcan cause bl~ pelYic
infection, expulsion and pain. Oral eaatraceptives can bring about nausea, ~
headaches, breast tenderness and ~
tion of the menstrual cycle, aUbough tlieie
symptoms are usually mild; Doctors aJso
caution that if a woman~~~
pregn&Qtat thetimeofin~bJ,
pillincreaaes-chancesoffetal
tion. Freapo's SchilHng ~
that the potential bepdtJ·&i. ~

=

risks. J>CC 11 a last resc>rt~ ~
an important one.

Decor Betrays Future Dropouts
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Do you plaster your dorm-room walls a few ballet posters, but would also post
with pictures of the old hometown? A items that show dedication to other activihigh-school footba ll pennant? Graduation ties. Another type of student prone to d rop
pictures? Don't unpack. Dr. Barbara B. · out is the one who plasters his walls with
Brown, a psychologist at Texas Christian mementos from home. " He or she might
University, says you may not be around display letters from a younger sibling, dried
prom corsages, pictures of old friends and
very long.
In a study conducted at the University of high-school-graduation tassels," Brown
Utah, Brown took photographs of fresh- says. " These rooms communicate a sense of
men's wall decorations. " Then we waited a homesickness, a feeling of uprooting." A
year to see who would drop out and looked student who's better able to adjust might
for patterns," she says. Two decorative display some of these items, but would
schemes emerged as bad risks. The first was also post what Brown calls " items of comany one-dimensional theme: "These people mitment" to the new college communitymight have had IOI ballet posters," says sports schedules or a map of the campus.
Brown is now repeating her Utah study at
Brown, "and that was it." According to
Brown, that kind of decor betrays narrow T CU to see if the results will be consistent. If
interests and the ki nd ofstudent who's like- they are, she suggests, her findings may help
ly to have trouble adj usting to a new envi- resident advisers spot students who are likeronment. A successful student migh t have ly to have troubles in college.

g
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USC dorm: How long will this woman last?
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A Star Is Born
This year's version of the great American
success story stars actor Steven Bauer, 28.
Born in Cuba, Bauer fled the island with his
parents when Fidel Castro came to power in
1959. He began acting while a student at
Miami DadeJuniorCollege. By 1982 he was
broke and hungry, shuttling between coasts
in a constant search for actingjobs. Parts offBroadway and on television ("Hill Street
Blues," "One Day at a Time") kept him
alive, but a break in the movies eluded him.
Finally, though, he scored: the key supporting part of Manny Rivera, partner in crime
to Al Pacino's Marielito drug king in Brian
De Palma's remake of "Scarface." The critics liked Bauer but savaged the film for its
relentless violence and gore. "It was the
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NiteSkool 011 locatio11 in Chicago: A do-it-yourself educatio11 in the music business

Hey, We Could Cut Our Own Record!
OK, so the 12-inch single of" Ambition"
isn't exactly burning up the airwaves. Neither is the song's promotional video. But to
the people who created them-more than
100 Northwestern undergraduates known
as The NiteSkool Project-both are already
successful. NiteSkool is the only studentrun rock-and-roll production company in
the country, and its members now know
what it's like to create a pop-music product
from scratch.
Junior Eric Bernt and sophomore Jon
Shapiro founded NiteSkool last spring after
they realized that Northwestern offered
no formal courses on the music business.
The radio-television-film
department
helped clear one hurdle by sponsoring the
project as a student-run seminar; alumni
and the Associated Student Government
also helped by kicking in $8,500. The rest
was up to NiteSkool, and in the best tradi-

High-Tech Grader

•

tion of student showbiz they did it all themselves: they commissioned songs from undergraduate musicians, picked two, formed
a band, cut the record, shot a video in a
warehouse district on the South Side of
Chicago. Along the way, they made what
economies they could. Local merchants and
a sound studio offered discounts, and lead
singer Kristin Kunhardt doubled as company accountant.
After "Ambition" aired on several Chicago radio stations and the video drew a
mention on MTV, Bernt and Shapiro began
looking ahead to NiteSkool's next project:
an eight-song mini-LP, with more video.
Just like "Ambition," says Bernt, the next
project will have to be good enough to stand
on its own after the novelty of NiteSkool's
youth wears off. "The newsworthiness is
enough to get our record played-once," he
says.

an electronic letter-grade averager about
20 years ago. Brittan sold the machine
"At last," trumpet the ads, "relief from out of his garage. But, according to Gradethe drudgery ofgrading!" How? The Grade- matic marketing manager Steve Kennedy,
matic 100 calculator, a new
"it was fairly crude, about
product being offered for
the size of a toaster," and
sale to college teachers
sales were poor. Microchip
via professional journals
technology made the new
($29.95 plus $3 handling).
palm-size version feasible
The Gradematic can conabout two years ago. G radevert letter grades to numerimatic's manufacturer, Calcal grades and vice versa,
culated Industries, plans a
average grades or calculate
:s $ 100,000 marketing and
GP A's-all at the push of a
~ promotion campaign this
button or two.
j fall. But let the learner be..
Actually, the Grademat~ ware: the Gradematic is not
ic isn't entirely new. Its
§ programmed to give a borinventor, electronics Prof.
derline student a break-or
John Brittan ofLakeMichi~ take into account whether
gan College in Benton Har~ he was sick for most of the
bor, Mich., came up with Gradematic: No breaks
spring term.
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Bauer: 'It only takes one part'

wrong year to make the movie," Bauer sighs,
"the year of'Tender Mercies' and 'Terms of
Endearment.'
For Bauer, though, "Scarface" was nothing more or less than the big break. Offers
started to come in, many of them for parts
just like Manny Rivera. The young actor
found himself in the unusual-and scaryposition of choosing to tum down work. " I
thought, nope ... just gotta wait until something radically different comes along." He
thinks he found it in "Thief of Hearts,"
which will be released this month. The film
tells the story of a young burglar and his
emotional involvement with a victim: "It's a
dangerous, exciting movie," says Bauer, "a
movie abou tthe intrusion ofa life on another
life." It is Bauer's second film, and he has the
starring role. "Only takes one part to show
what you can do," he says. "One part."
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Distinguish yourself from the other 960,000
grads hitting the job market this year.
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ArtCarved College Rings.
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Set yourself apart. The
hand that hands over the
resume looks so much more
impressive with an ArtCarved
college ring.
That's because an ArtCarved
college ring is no ordinary piece
of jewelry. We've been fashioning
the finest rings in America since
1850. And we were the very first company to

'fjj'ld:! ~

make college rings stylish.
Even though we're still
~-the leader in new designs,
we haven't forgotten our
roots. We make beautiful traditional rings, too. Visit your
campus bookstore to see the
entire collection. Your ArtCarved
college ring. It's as much a part
of your business suit-as your briefcase.
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1984. ArtCarved Class Alngs

There are rules for driving a compute~ too.
Everyone knows that the rules of the road have to be taken
seriously. So do the rules for using a computer.
Two of those ·rules are basic:
Everyone who uses a computer has a responsibility for the
security of the information in that machine. No one who uses a
computer has the right to violate anyone else's security.
To help people keep to those rules, we at IBM have developed
a wide range of security systems.
For instance, IBM computers can require identification in
any number of ways, including passwords, keys and magnetic
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• ID cards. Encryption devices can turn information into codes
that are virtually impossible to crack.
But good security requires something from everyone involved
with information systems.
.,
Both the suppliers and users of computers, software and
telecommunications have a responsibility to help ensure that such
1, information systems are used conscientiously, and with the
understanding that other people depend on these systems too.
•
Because when it comes to keeping information secure, each one
of us is in the driver's seat. =:=-:-:::=..:=®
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A lot of bull and Hedeman (left):
Mom thinks it's belier than riding motorcycles

==-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--..~~-:::::==::;:-t..~·
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he blood covering his nose had
dried, but blood still oozed from
a two-inch slash on his chin.
Asked if his head hurt, 21-year-old
Tuff Hedeman pushed up his thick
glasses and drawled, "It's all right. I
deserve it for getting thrown off that
bull." Five minutes before, Hedeman
had been carried out of the rodeo arena on a
stretcher-with his neck in a brace and his
head swathed in gauze. Five minutes before
that, he had come within a twitch of a tail of
riding a bull that had not been ridden for
more than a year. Just a moment away from
the required eight-second ride, he explained, "I went too much one way and he
came back the other way." Hedeman's chin
smashed down on the bull's left horn, his
crumpled body was flung off the twirling
bull like a rag doll and his chance at three
college-rodeo titles and $12,000 in scholarships and gear hit the dust with a thud.
Hedeman, a junior at Sul Ross State in
Alpine, Texas, and about 350 other headstrong hands rode, roped, wrestled and
tumbled their way through the College
National Finals Rodeo (CNFR) at Montana State in Bozeman in late June. The
festive CNFR climaxes the college-rodeo
season that begins each year in the late fall.
More than 3,000 students wrangle intercolJegiately for about 225 schools, nearly all of
them west of the Mississippi, some as varsity athletes and others as members of rodeo
clubs. Regulated by the National Intercollegiate Rodeo Association (NIRA), rodeo

T

In the

School
OfHard
Knocks

Cowboys and cowgirls
compete for glory-and
money-in college rodeo.

is different from other college sports in one
major respect: it requires entry fees from
competitors and rewards top hands with
prizes of money and Western gear.
Each year the leading finishers from 11
regions qualify for the College National.
Men compete in five events: bareback riding, saddle-bronc riding, bull riding, steer
wrestling and calf roping. Women compete
in three: barrel racing, goat tying and break-
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Barrel racer: Ifyou think it'seasy, check out hq
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away roping. The ninth event, team
ing, is open to pairs-men, women or
coed. The athletes collect points all season long, but performance in the six-day
CNFR counts for one-quarter of the
total for a national title.
And that's how Mike Currin, a
freshman at Blue Mountain Community College in Pendleton, Ore., won
the national championship this year
in steer wrestling. Entering the competition in fourth place for the season, Currin downed bis first steer in
a stunning 4.1 seconds. Then, as
each of the other leaders slumpedTom Gledhill of Sam Houston State
in Texas literally fell out of first
place when his steer veered right as
he came off his horse-Currin captured first place by a margin of 12
points on a season total of 551
points. "If I had been one-tenth of
a second slower on my last steer,"
Currin marveled, "I wouldn't
have won it."
The two all-around leaders
coming into the College National
held on for championships despite
routine performances in the big Saddle-bronc rider: Having a
event. Nancy Rea, a sophomore at good time--a11d helping to pay for college
Southern Arkansas in Magnolia,
won the women's title, and freshman John at Montana State, insists that rodeo is less
Opie of Oregon's Blue Mountain took the hazardous than such collegiate sports as
men's~ach earning $2,500, a hand-tooled
wrestling, football and hockey.
saddle and a belt buckle. Opie's route to the
Student cowhands simply assume the
championship-he edged Hedeman be- risks as a price of their sport. "You just got
cause ofHedeman's last-second fall-was a to block injuries out of your mind," advises
little more nerve-racking. On his first bare- Kent Richard, a sophomore at McNeese
back ride, Opie held his mount for the re- State in Lake Charles, La., who last year
quired eight seconds, then got caught up on broke each of his ankles five months apart.
the horse, which bucked against the edge of Hedeman'smother, Clarice, who journeyed
the arena, smashing Opie's head against a from El Paso to watch her son get knocked
metal fence. Even after watching a video- silly, doesn't worry much about his physical
tape of his performance, Opie could not safety, but then the Hedemans are a rodeo
remember the ride. "The doctors told me it family. "Motorcycles," she proclaimed in a
slowed down my reaction time
in the other events," Opie said
later. "I think they were right."
njuries are commonplace
in a sport where people
routinely fall from bucking animals at strange angles,
and where they jump off horses
at full gallop. During the
CNFR, Opie rode with a temporary cast on his left forearm
because a horse stepped on it
last spring, tearing all the cartilage and ligaments. Even in the
seemingly safe event of barrel
riding, in which cowgirls race
in a three-leaf-clover pattern
around three SO-gallon barrels,
injuries occur when a horse
passes too close to a drumand Rea has the permanent
scars on her shins to prove it.
But most rodeo injuries are dismissed by the riders as minor;
Chuck Karn op, athletic trainer

I
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heavy Texas drawl, "they scare me a Jot
more than bulls."
The money helps salve wounds. Students
must, of course, make an investment: Rea
spends at least $100 a month to board three
horses, five head of cattle and a goat at
school, and all competitors pay entry fees
and traveling expenses. But many students,
like Paul Cleveland, a University ofNebraska senior who has won $7,000 this year,
"cover expenses for the most part and pay
for college, too." Hedeman had earned
$27,000 this year by the time of the College
National. And since the rodeo circuit is

SPORTS
busiest in the summer, it need not interfere
much with school time. Says Troy Ward, the
current national bareback-riding champion: "It sure beats working."
oUege rodeo feeds naturally into the
professional circuit, as the minors
do for big-league baseball. "It's a
training ground," says Tim Corfield, general manager of the NIRA and rodeo coach at
Walla Walla Community College in Washington. He estimates that one-quarter of
NIRA's student members belong to the
Professional Rodeo Cowboys Association
and two-thirdsofthecompetitorson the pro
circuit arrived through college rodeo. "It's
not unusual to find a 17-year-old who has
the ability to make money at rodeo," says
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Rea: Holding on to claim the big prize

Corfield. "That doesn't mean that person
should be deprived of a chance to get an
education."
It's a bonus when the opportunity for a
college education is added to traditions as
solidly Western as ruggedness, courage
and getting paid for having fun. Rodeo
thrives on good old-fashioned valueswhich is why a Miss College Rodeo contest
always accompanies the College National.
The women are judged in five categories
-appearance, sportsmanship, personality,
congeniality and horsemanship. This year,
from 18 finalists, Jill Thurgood of Utah's
Weber State was elected Miss College Rodeo (she won the preliminaries in appearance and personality). She accepted her title
in one of seven outfits--costing a total of
almost $4,000-she had brought to the
competition: a gray three-piece suit with
white pinstripes, pink blouse, gray bow tie
with white polka dots, gray cowboy hat and
gray cowboy boots with pink wing-tip toes.
RON GIVENS in Bozeman
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FINANCIAL FREEDOM
IS HERE!!
Eat your way to a lifetime income
with Yurika foods multi-level
marketing program. Join now!!
Call Toll Free Anytime :
1-800-874-1104 National ;
1-800-327-3006 Florida .
Request ext. 285; Code 3202 for
information
PUBLIC POLICY
Earn a professional masters
degree in policy analysis and
public management from Duke
University. For information, write:
Kathy Kunst, Institute of Policy
Sciences, 4875 Duke Station,
Durham, NC 27706
SELL THE
KENYAN TOTE
l ooking for students with prior
sales experience to represent at
respective campus. High profit
margin. For further information
write Exclusively African Inc.,
P.O. Box 665, S. Hadley, Mass.
01075 or call (413) 549-0614
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Austin. Tx 78735

(5121892-4870
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FINANCIAL FREEDOM IS NOT
JUST A DREAM! let me show
you how you can legally earn
over $3,000 a month in less than
one year. Send $2.50 to N.l.F.F.
P.O. Box 1096, Orem, Utah
84057

MOVIE POSTERS
"Dune," "Ghcstbusters," thousands more. Authentic movie
material, FAST SERVICE! Visal
MasterCard. Catalogue $2.00
(refundable): Cinema City, P.O.
Box 1012, Dept. N, Muskegan,
Michigan 49443 (616) 722-7760
OCCULT SUPPLIES
Incense, oils, books, tapes, rituals, crystals, tarot. Catalog
$2.00. Coven Gardens, Post
Office Box 1064 (N), Boulder,
Colorado 80306
MEET FRIENDS NEARBY OR
WORLDWIDE-For hobbies,
sports, vacations.... Write Electronic Exchange, Box 68-N6,
Manhattan Beach, CA 90266.

SELL YOUR PHOTOS
Make money with your camera.
Over one million photos and
color slides are bought by newspapers and magazines. learn
what kind of photos they want;
how to submit them; how much
they pay. For complete information packet, send $4.00 to: Cosmos International ltd., 105 N.
Michigan, P.O. Box NW 46088,
Chicago, ll 60646
Original Movie Posters $1,
Refundable with order, For Current Inventory: Flicker Arts, 7820
Chambersburg Rd., Suite 711,
Huber Heights, Ohio 45424
GET "LOCKED"-MAD OPPY'S
hot debut album! Global Records, 11 East 30th, NYC 10036$10 (UPS)

ISLAM
Misrepresented unalienating
World faith. For intellectually
challenging information, request
your Free package: Islamic Information Service, P.O. Box 1017,
Philadelphia, PA 19105
10,000 DIFFERENT ORIGINAL
MOVIE POSTERS. Catalogue
$2.00. Mnemonics ltd., Dept.
"4". #9, 3600 21 St., N.E., Calgary, Alta. T2E 6V6, Canada
ORIGINAL MOVIE POSTERS!
24 hour service. Catalog $2.00
(refundable). Poster Gallery,
Dept. 14-Box 2745-Ann
Arbor, Ml 48106
How to Get a Federal Job. The
comprehensive guide to obtaining a professional civilian position with the U.S. Govemment names. addresses, government
forms, government procedures.
Summer job information also.
$4.85. Orion Press, P.O. Box
540, Boulder, Colorado 80306
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APPEARANCE CONSCIOUS
The muscles of your hands and
forearms get the most public
exposure. Are you neglecting
such an important part of your
appearance? You can develop
attractive, muscular, well-defined
forearms and hands in 30 days.
This is no miracle. However, if
you've got a little determination,
this information can give you
amazing results . Valuable
research, ten exercises and two
important aids, $5.95. Send
check or money order to: Massive Resources, Box 549, Merkel, TX 79536
Interviewing soon? Get the competitive edge. Professional
recruiter's advice. Contents: initial impact, interview do's/don'ts,
questions asked/ to ask, personal qualities looked for, exit,
follow-up. $2.00-lnterview, P.O.
Box 22844, Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma 73123

DON'T MISS IT!
Official Directory Collegiate
Companions-Students nationwide seeking friendship, idea
exchanges, morel Details: Directory Box 443N, Lindsborg, Kansas 67456
SPARETIME CASH. Publisher
offers Independent Mailorder
Dealerships. Custom Guide$1.00. Jeflpressco, 1300 North
37th, Richmond, Virginia 23223
CONCERT PHOTOS!
Hundreds of performers. Send
$2. for beautiful illustrated catalog. Mention favorite. "SMILE",
P.O. Box 15293-NK, Chesapeake, VA 23320-02_
93_ __
EARN $15.00/ HOUR in your own
business. Full/Part time. Quick,
inexpensive start up. Complete
instructions-$3.00, refundable.
J. Thompson, Box 18535, Fort
Worth, Texas 76118.
STUDY AROUND

rm

WORLD

s

OVERSEAS
EMPLOYMENT ... All OCCUPATIONS!
Complete information plus
Worldwide Directory-$3.00.
Opportunities, Box 19107-VT
Washington, DC 20036
"CASH FOR COLLEGE."
New Directory describes 400
loan, grant, scholarship opportunities-plus all government
programs. $4.95. UNIFUNDS,
Box 19749-CC, Indianapolis, IN
46219

FREE PROMOTIONAL
Albums, concert tickets, stereos,
etc. are available. Information:
Barry Publications, 477 82nd
Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11209
WORLDWIDE JOBS TEACHING ENGLISH! Detailed report
$3.95. BREAKTHROUGH, 2354
Glenmont Circle, Suite 107-1 Silver Spring, Maryland 20902
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RAVI SHANKAR MUSIC CIRCLE. Indian Classical Music
Tapes and LP's. Free Catalog.
P.O. Box 46026, Los Angeles.
Calif. 90046
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CHANGE THE COURSE or HISTORY .
IN ONE, BKIEf HOUK.
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Broadsides 8t Boarding Partiesthe incredibly life·like re-creation
of the fierce naval e ncounters in
the Caribbean in the 17th Century.
Your mission is very simple: sink
your opponent and claim the spoils
of victory.
You are captain of your shi p ...
and master of all you survey. But
then, so is your opponent. You may
be commanding t he Spanish ga lleon,
the Roya l Isabella, loaded to the
gunwales with a pr iceless cargo of
gold from the New World. Or you
may be barking orders to the rene·
gade crew aboard the Sea hawk, the
slick and speedy square -rigger fly·
ing the sku ll and crossbones.
Who wi ll sur v ive your life and
death struggle? Only good ............
strategy, cunning, guile,
and a little bit of luck
will determine
the outcome.

,___J!:!l"j

To win , you m ust be as daring
as Sir Henry Morgan, as craft y as
Blackbeard, and as wily and elusive
as the Spanish treasure seekers.
If you're a superb navigator and a
courageous capta in , you'll w in the
game and rule the Spanish Ma in .
You must secretly chart the
course of your ship pawn with
your plotting cards. Try to steer
into a " broadsides" position for
greater fire power.

Your large 25 " x 15 112" game·
board is an Old World sea map of the
Caribbean. The dots represent gameboard spaces. When you're within firing range, game-play moves to grids
on the decks of the large ships.
The two large
sh ips measure 15"
long and 15" high,
and they are accurate replicas of
sa iling ships of
the 17th Century,
fully rigged with ~~
can nons a nd crew. In addition ,
you get two sma ll ships, a deck of
30 cards, cardboard tokens, and 66
playing pieces, featuring sword·
wielding sailors and fierce-looking
can nons. Slip into the 17th Century,
and sail off on the most exciting
sea voyage you'll
ever experience.
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• 'Front Campus': A historic setting helps to inspire deep reverence for the school's past and bristling resistance to change

. The Women Are Coming!

Washington and Lee's gentlemen give up a 235-year
, • tradition, but who knows, the parties may get better.
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ashington and Lee University
takes its traditions seriously, as
befits a school founded in 1749,
saved from finaneial ruin in 1796 by a substantial gift from George Washington, and
transformed into a progressive university
between 1865 and 1870 by Robert E. Lee.
Tradition means that W&L, set in the sleepy
town of Lexington, Va., approaches change
with an abundance of caution and a reverence for the way things have been done: an
honors system inaugurated by Lee more
than a century ago remains largely intact. So
when W &L's board of trustees met in July to
vote on the admission of women to its undergraduate college, after 235 years of admitting only men, the decision was reached only
after deep and sometimes fretful reflection.
On the night before the final vote, admits
board chairman James Ballengee, "I was
tossing in my bed, and I heard another trustee at 4 a.m. pacing in the hotel room next
door." Eight hours later W&L's board voted
17 to 7 to admit women in the fall of 1985.
The W&L decision leaves only a handful
of nondenominational men's colleges in
the United States, among them Wabash
College in Crawfordsville, Ind., the Citadel
Military College of South Carolina in
Charleston, Hampden-Sydney College in

W

Hampden, Va., and the Virginia Military
Institute, located next to W &L in Lexington. They outlasted the great move to coeducation that began in the late '60s and
swept along such institutions as Harvard,
Dartmouth and Vassar. By comparison,
dozens of women's colleges exist, in part
because they are seen as a way to overcome
a perceived sexual bias in society at large
and in coeducational colleges and universities. Such a rationale doesn't exist for
men's colleges, and sexually segregated
education for males has become increasingly unpopular with high-school graduates. "An all-male school doesn't seem to
be a product that sells," says trustee
Ballengee.
Nonetheless, the break with tradition
wasn't overwhelmingly popular at W&L.
In a survey last spring, the faculty voted 6 to
1 in favor of coeducation, but alumni opposed the change by 2 to l, and 52. 9 percent
of current students declared against coeducation, 33.9 percent of them "strongly so."
"Students here have lived under the system
and enjoy it," says student-body president
Cole Dawson. "Our student body is very
conservative."
"Washington and Lee. is not a national
university, but a Southern university with a

national constituency," says W&L president John Wilson, sitting across from a
portrait of Lee in the president's residence, a
house designed and built by the general.
"There are values here that can be traced
back to the best in Southern regional culture. There's a high sense of decency, civil-

Protest: Mixing frivolous and serious?

ity, courtesy, trust, honor. Lee came here
out of the Southern military tradition with
an almost Homeric vision of the gentleman." Legend has it that Lee took the book
of regulations that dictated student conduct
and threw it away, replacing it with the
unwritten rule that every student should
simply act as a gentleman. (Any violation,
no matter bow small, results in dismissal.)
Today's students can literally see the legacy
of Robert E. Lee. The Confederate leader
and 15 members of his family are entombed
on campus in the Lee Chapel, designated a
National Historic Landmark in 1962.
(Lee's horse, Traveller, is buried just outside.) Facing the chapel across a gently
sloping expanse oflawn is the front cam pus,
a group of five buildings that create the

•

Prepare Yourself
For A Career In
Management
With Advice From
The Experts

The Offldal Guide to GMAT
provides actual Graduate Management Admission Test questions,
answers, and explanations, as well
as test-taking strategies, from the
makers of the test.
0 238297/69260

EDUCATION
visual trademark of W&L- a towering
white colonnade standing in stark contrast
to the deep-red brick structures.
How the general would react to newer
traditions is problematical. Scratch a W&L
gentleman and you'U likely hear the school's
unofficial motto: "We work hard and we
party hard." In addition to relaxing and
socializing on weekends, W&L students
now routinely take off Wednesday evenings
to carouse. (And recently, W&L's on-campus hangout, the Cockpit, has become a
popular place to spend a Tuesday evening.)
Because it's a long drive to W&L from
surrounding women's colleges such as Hollins and Sweet Briar, women usually need a
good excuse, like a party, to spend an hour or

•

meetings between men and women. "It's
like a meat market up here," said Ann Majors, a graduating senior at Hollins, which is
54 miles away in Roanoke. "You go through
alcohol-induced meetings and half the time
you don't remember who they are."
The social limits of the men's college are
readily apparent to high-school seniors. In a
recent W&L admissions-office survey ofapplicants who were accepted but chose to go
elsewhere, more than one-third said that the
school's all-male character was the most
important reason. "There's no question
that we've soft-pedaled the all-maleness of
the institution," says admissions counselor
Bennett Ross. "We've sold it as a quality
institution."

•

•
•
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The Offldal Guide to MBA Programs, Adm.Jssions, A Careers
is a comprehensive source of information about graduate programs
and career opportunities for those
who plan to earn the Master of Business Administration degree.
0 238296/ 69261

Both boolls are prepared for
tbe Graduate Management
Admission Cpunctl by Educational Testing Serotce. Tbey are
'Invaluable gutdes to successful
careers tn management
Ask at your campus bookstore
or order from ETS.

$9.95 each, $17. 00 for both.
(DUcount11 '""'"""" o~ on o,..,.. fro"' ET'S.)

TO ORDER: Check box(es) to indi·
ca1e the book(s) you want, enter your

name and address, and mail this ad
with your check or money order (payable 10 The Graduate Management
Admission Coqndl) 10:
Publicadon Order Services (G34),
ETS, CN 6101,
Princeton, l'(J 08S4t-6101
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Just your average Wednesday night 011 t:ampus: 'We work hard and we party hard'

moredrivingtoLexington. "On Wednesday
nights," says Frank Parsons, executive assistant to the president and university editor, "great swarmsofwomendriveup. Some
go to the library. Later in the evening, they
maketheroundsofthefraternities."
none mild Wednesday evening last
spring, the Phi Kappa Sigma fraternity was almost deserted at 10:30.
Three men and one woman stood sipping
beer in the dingy entryway furnished only by
audio speakers chained to the wall. An hour
later more than 100 people were dancing in
the crowded parlor and overflowing onto
the front steps. Beer flowed from two kegs
and a stereo blasted " Let's Hear It for the
Boy." John Henschel, then a sophomore
in business administration, explained the
thirst for partying: "You need to release a lot
of tension when you have the chance." But
the frequent parties can be explained another way: in a single-sex college, there are
few opportunities for relaxed, unpressured

0

From that perspective, the W&L admissions office has had a strong product to sell.
The institutiorr enrolls about 1,350 undergraduates in the college (humanities and
natural sciences) and the School of Commerce, Economics and Politics. With just
under I SO faculty members, that works out
to a rather cozy student-to-faculty ratio of
fewer than 11 to I, and class size averages
just under IS. In recent years, freshman
scores on the Scholastic Aptitude Test have
hovered around 550 verbal and just under
600 in math. But authorities feared that they
could not maintain these standards at a time
when W&L, like all colleges, faces a shrinking pool of customers. "We've admitted
some students recently who wouldn't have
gotten in in the past," says counselor Ross.
Spurred by admissions data and the arrival of new president Wilson (he came from
all-female Wells College, where he had
supported single-sex education), W&L's
trustees last year inaugurated a sweeping
study of the potential impact of coeducation
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on all elementsoftheunjversity. Opponents
' greeted even the possibility of women students with something less than enthusiasm.
One trustee resigned from the board so that
he could openly work against coeducation.
A veteran professor declared, seriously:
"The education of women is a trivial matter.
The education of men is a serious matter. I
don't think the frivolous and serious should
mh." Among students, bumper stickers declaring, " Better Dead Than Coed" and " In
the Hay But Not All Day" became popular
and, at one point, W&L gentlemen draped a
banner across the statue of George Washington atop Washington Hall that read "No
More Marth as."
ome contended that groundwork for
the admission of women had already
been laid. Women have taken undergraduate courses at W&L-through an exchange program with other area collegessince 1970, and the law school at W&L first
admitted women in 1972, partly under pressure from law-school accrediting agencies.
But at a place where an air of masculinity
pervades every facet of uruversity lifefrom student government to classroom
give-and-take to campus camaraderie-the
introduction of women at the undergraduatelevel has been considered by many to be
a genuine threat to the "intangible" qualities ofW&L. "Many of the values that exist
here are subjective values, thlngs that you
know and feel inside yourself," says B. S.
Stephenson, a 1942 W&L graduate who is
now a professor of German. "A break with
what has built up in the course of235 years
amounts to an alteration of personality and
a discarding of values, many of which I con1
· sider worthwhile."
The change will be gradual. Current
plans call for 80 or so women to be admitted
next year, then increasing numbers until, by
1992, there will be about 500 women and
1,000 men. New dorm arrangements are a
priority. Some fear that the change will hurt
W&L's strong fraternity system- to whlch
more than 60 percent of all undergraduates
belong-and weak houses may die. On the
other hand, two national sororities have
already asked about establishing chapters.
The ultimate impact on this most traditional of institutions is, of course, unclear,
but anticipation is growing. Most of the
faculty see nothing but positives. "Women
do look at some things differently," says
Louis Hodges, professor of religion. "In my
medical-ethlcs class, it's been difficult to get
a sense of the emotional impact of an abortion." Admissions officers love their new
prospects. They believe t hat even hardened
alumni will soon be excited by the opportunity to send their daughters as well as their
sons to W&L. And the evidence is already
building. With the first coed class a year
away, more than 500 women have inquired
about attending W &L. T hey are eager to add
a whole new melody to the Washington and
Lee swing.
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The Parker Vector Rollerball
glides so effortlessly over the page, it
feels like writing on a cushion of air.
Its because of a free flow ink
system unique to Parker: the "collector." It's an arrangementof72 tiny
fins that hold back the ink when it's
flowing too quickly and dispense
ink when there isn't enough.
The ink in a Rollerball is the

purest we've ever made. Its water
based, which means that it soaks
into paper rather than lying on top.
So your words remain perfect, never
smudged or blotched.
The result is a pen that writes
with the qualities of the finest
fountain pen,and the convenience
ofa Rollerball.
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ROBERT BENTON

The Pleasures of Thinking Small
R9bert Benton won two Academy Awards,
for best screenplay and best direction, with
his 1979 film "Kramer Vs. Kramer." His
first screenplay, in I 967, was for "Bonnie
and Clyde'~· he also wrote and directed "The
Late Show" and "Still of the Night." His
latest.film, ''Places in the Heart," is loosely
based on stories he heard while growing up
in Waxahachie, Texas. Benton met recently with Bill Baro/ of NEWSWEEK ON CAMPUS. Excerpts from their conversation:
BAROL: Why do you concentrate 011
small, quiet movies rather than 011
blockbusters?
BENTON: I tend to do movies that are
grounded in certain key relationships in
my life. I enjoy that process. I enjoy thinking about those people, using them as subject matter. For example, while I was
pleased by the success of "Kramer Vs.
Kramer," I was also surprised-I had no
idea that so many people's lives had been
so deeply touched by divorce. To me, the
movie was much more about the relationship that my son and I had had when he
was a little boy. The scene in the movie
where they're eating breakfast, and the
father is reading the paper and the son is
reading a comic book and they're not say"' ing anything to each other-that's really
about us.

tors, directors, producers. There are only a
few things that you know: George Lucas is
going to make money. Steven Spielberg is
going to make money. Bill Murray is going
to make money. A few others. But a huge
pool of other talented people may or may
not make money. And the movies are commerce. In the end the studio heads are
answerable to Coca-Cola or some realestate conglomerate. This isn't the old
days, when they controlled the theaters
and there was no television. They don't
have insurance anymore.

Q. "Places in the Heart" is also small
and quiet. A re pictures like this hard to sell
to studios?
A. Yes. It's a period film and they don't
have a great reputation right now, and it's
hard to describe in two sentences at a Be11ton: 'My kind of movie is hard to sell'
board meeting. It's a risky picture for a
Q. So why on earth should they gamble?
studio to do-I mean, I can't guarantee
A. I don't know. Let me tell you somethem the 14-year-old audience. I can't guarantee a big television sale. It doesn't have thing: if I were a studio executive I would
have passed on "Places in the Heart."
what they like to call "hooks."
Passed in a second.
Q. Could an untested director have sold
Q. You once said that it's far worse to put
this picture?
A. It would have been hard. Look at the too much in a movie than too little.
A.Yeah, I prefer not to be told too much. I
problems James Brooks is supposed to have
had in getting "Terms of Endearment" set like a sparer kind of vision, a sort of Calvinup. That took years, and he had a great ist idea-that you use only the minimum of
things you can use. That's why I've always
track record.
loved Howard Hawks and Hitchcock. They
Q. Well, he had a great track record in were ruthless with themselves. They took
everything out except the most imaginative
television. Does that count?
A. I don't know. I don't know what ways to carry the narrative along.
counts. Only last week counts in the movie
Q. In "Kramer Vs. Kramer," i11 fact, one
business.
ofyour favorite characters ended up on the
Q. Would you want to be the head of cutting-room floor.
A. Right. That was Charlie, the estranged
a studio?
A. I used to 'think I'd love it, but I husband of the Jane Alexander characwouldn't. I'd hate it. Every week you get ter. And it was heartbreaking. Arlene
handed 50 scripts to read, and you have to Donovan, the producer, told me, "You
consider every possible combination of ac- know, ultimately you're going to lose that

l

character." It was a terrible thing to hear,
but I knew she was right. We took him out
two days later. That's the great thing about
movies: everyone contributes. They have to.
It's a huge effort. Movies are too complex
for any one person to control, the way a
writer can control a novel. It's not like
writing a book, or making a painting. What
it is is much more like putting out a newspaper or a magazine. And I love that,
because it takes the heat off me. I love the
give and take. Every day people come in
with new things, and you can say yes, or no,
or let's try it.
Q. Let's go from minimalism to-well,
maxima/ism. What did you think of "111diana Jones"?
A. I liked it a lot. That's the kind of
movie I come out of extremely envious. I
was introduced to George Lucas not long
after I'd seen "Star Wars," and I grilled
him; I'm sure the last thing he wanted to do
then was talk about "Star Wars" one more
time, but I was so filled up with the movie.
It was the most brilliant attempt at mythmaking. He'd done it, and no one else had.
It was brilliant, and it was clean as could
be. Over their whole body of work, I think
Lucas and Spielberg have moved film making forward just in terms of how quickly
we understand visual information. All our
pictures will move a little faster now becauseof Lucas and Spielberg.

Q. Did you ever want to make a big,
splashy action picture?
A. I wish I could. I'd Jove to do a James
Bond movie. If somebody came to me and
said, "Here's a lot of money. You'regoing
to do the next James Bond picture," I'd be so
happy. But I'd have to say no. The thing I've
come to realize is that I just don't know how
to do that. My canvas is very small, and
I'm OK as long as I hold the scale to something modest. I could never conceive of
something like "Star Wars." That monumental vision is something I just don't have.
I know better how to make a picture that
depends for its effect on the accumulation of
innumerable small details-one that hinges
on relationships that reveal themselves
through nuance, or elliptical arcs, rather
than direct confrontation.
Q. I understand that Kathy Kennedy,
who runs Spielberg's production company,
is after him to do a small love story.
A. Listen, I had lunch with Spielberg a few
years ago, and he was telling me about this
little movie he was going to make-a bunch
of kids in Tucson, or Phoenix. He described
it as this little, tiny picture. Made it sound
like "Pocket Change," by Truffaut. It
turned out to be "E.T."
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FH 1 yr $6.98
reg $13.95

MOTHER JONES

NK 12 iss $15.96
regS24

FB
reg S39

INSTRUCTOR

MM 1 yrS12

EN

FD 1 yrS27

IS 9 iss $12.97
reg $20

1 yr $12.97
PR
ELECTRONICS
12 issS9
on newsstand $18
1 yr S11.97
RA
reg S12

reg $11.95

1 yrS15

reg$18

EUERY QUEEN'S
Mystery Magazine
FORBES••

HEALTH

NEW YORK

TENNIS

TURTLE
TS 1 yrS9.97

EF

10 iss S11.97

10 lss S7.97
reg 89.95

OT 1 yr$9

MONEY MAKER•

STEREO REVIEW
SUCCESS
ST 1 yr $8.97
SA 1 yrS4.99
reg $9.98

Fl

INSIDE SPOflTS

MO 1 yrS9.98
reg $1995

EB

FOOTBALL DIGEST

10 iss $9.97
10
reg S15

SK 71ssS4.99
reg $9.98

1 yrS13.97

1 yrS12
regS16

FLYING

Biss $6.97
reg $11.94
SC

SY

CH

COMPUTER FUN

EBONY"

GOURMET

PARENTS
OT 1 yr $11.95

pp

cw

OD 1 yr $12.50
regS18

MONEY

POPULAR
PHOTOGRAPHY

CHANGING TIMES

---

-

FS 1 yr $1597
reg $18.98

NR 9 iss SB.97
regS10.97

12issS12
reg S16

9iss 84.49

SAWY
RT 9 iss S4.50
regS9

SPORT

Pl

1 yrS7.94
reg S13.94

1 yrS19.95
MP
reg $29.95

OUTSIDE
Ol

PLAYBOY"

PH 1 yr S18.50
reg S22

1 yrS10.99
reg$17.94

reg 845

BK

CA 9 iss S8
reg $11.25

COMPUTERS

-

CY 12 issS6.97
reg S13.94

10 iss $3.98

NEW REPUBLIC*

NL 1 yrS25

OUTDOOR LIFE

00 1 yr S7.97
reg S13.94

1 yr S6.97
reg S11.94

Ml 1 yrS6.99

8 iss SS.33
regS9.32

GOLF DIGEST

HU

CAR& DRIVER

CYCLE WORLD

GO 1 yrSB.98
reg S17.95

MODERN
PHOTOGRAPHY

NATIONAL LAMPOON•

ORGANIC GARDENING

FF

HUMPTY DUMPTY

HO 1 yrS9.97
reg $11.95

-

CYCLE

FIELD & STREAM

GOLF

MR 1 yrS9.95
reg S11.95

1 yr SB.97
reg S12

FANTASY &
SCI. FICTION

GA 1 yrSB.97
reg S15.94

1 yrS6.94

MOTORCYCLIST

cu

10 iss S11.20

HOUSE& GARDEN

HD 12 lss $18
reg $24

1 yr S12.96
reg S18

12 lss $11.97

ES
regS10

26 iss S19.50
reg S39

WEIGHT
WATCHERS

CV 12 iss S9.97
reg S14.97

ESSENCE•

12 issS9.95
reg S17.94

8 iss SB.65
reg S11.31

6 lss S997
regS12

CUISINE

8 issS6.97

CF 1 yrS9.99
reg S14.98

COLUMBIA

BASKETBALL
DIGEST

IF ORDER CARD IS MISSING, PLEASE WRITE TO:
UNIVERSITY SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE, DOWNERS GROVE, IL 60515
-

CRUISE TRAVEL

BS

SI
Sl2
Sl5

XH Journalism Review
& ELECTRONICS
1 yrS9.97
1 yr S9.95
CJ 1 yr $12.97
PE
reg S18

1 yr S12.97
CM
reg S15.97

THIS ORDER CARD. NO STAMP NEEDED!

ESQUIRE

II

CHILDREN'S
PLAYMATE

BASEBALL DIGEST

Bl 1yr57.97
reg S11.94

. .•

~
Tl 50 Wks $24.50
reg 848.50
Tl2 25 Wks S12.25
Tl5 100wks S49

AU 10 issS7.97
reg S9.96

CAR CRAFT

BO 13 iss S9.96
reg Sll.70

START SAVING MONEY TODAY! USE

1 yrSB.97
regS15.95

.

CHILDREN'S
DIGEST

AUDIO
AT 1 yrS7.97
reg S15.94

BOY'S LIFE

Bl 1yr S16.97
reg S19.98

1 yr S9 97

CONSUMERDIGEST•

t

BOATING

9 lss S9.97
reg S14.97

ATLANTIC

10 issS9.95
AP
regS15

8 iss $6.65

BICYCLING

BH

1 yr S9.97
reg S11.95

reg $20

AMERICAN
PHOTOGRAPHER

'~

t

'

51 iss S27.95°
BW
PT
reg $39.95
1 yr S10.50
33 iss S17.95°
BW2
regS14

DV 1 yr $12.97
reg $15.99

...~

•

,
12 lss $14.95
P02
reg S22

•..l

VIDEO ROCKS!.,.
-~ ~~

{ 1

1 1' 11 1··~

52 wks $23.39
reg S46
26 wks S11.70

:·-' .. A'. ·-#fl'·

f, ,,. .~ 1,..

~1 ..... , .. "

..

I

THE PROGRESSIVE

TC 1 yrS15

TP
reg $20

VIDEO
1 yr S7.50
VT
regS15

VI

WORLD TENNIS
WRITTR'S DIGEST
YOUNG MISS
WT 91ssS9.97
WD 10 lss S1D.95
YM

12 lss SS.97
AW
reg $11.94

. Paymen1musl

reg $15.75
be senl w11h order.

reg$14
• Only for new subscripllons.

'

PHOTOGRAPHY
ton, mixes a row of classical bas-relief figures
with nudes freshly posed and recorded by the
photographer herself. "The picture is part
ofa series of images from Greek mythology," she
says, "accomplishing a continuity of time within
the image." Clearly, Schnee is pursuing goals
larger than "Things-as-They-Are." The same certainly can be said of Adam Licht, who recently
graduated from the State University of New York
at Purchase. His carefully posed apple (page 38) is
printed in the Palladium process, enriching and
enlivening the gray tones of the apple-and its
shadows-far beyond the bounds of candid reality. Even the influence of Adams can be subverted
by photographers like Robert Millman, from The
Maryland Institute, College of Art, in Baltimore.
priate. The bridge on the previous page is 16 by 20
inches in its original print. The exquisite still life
by Janyce Erlich, a George Washington University graduate student, is 16 by 20 inches, patently
enlarged to that scale to dramatize the reflections,
light and color captured by her lens when she

'FAST TIMES'
George Hirose
Pratt Institute
New York, N. Y.

'WHO'S KIDDING HUGH'
Hugh Crawford
California Institute of the Arts
Valencia, Calif.

'SOMETHING OTHER
THAN THE PERFECT
STA TUE IN 1974'
Janet Pietsch
University of Washington
Seattle. Wash.

examined Mylar and other reflective materials.
Like many of her colleagues, Erlich admits she is
influenced more by painting than by other photography. This is why so many student photographers prefer large scale, approximating the effect of a canvas on the wall. "South
Florida" (page 35), a straight color
photograph by Paul D' Amato, a
graduate student at Yale, is 11 by 14
inches. Though it is an unmanipulated print, the angle used to depict the
low, fiat horizon, the enigmatic street
sign and the lush, orange ball pushes
the image as close to abstraction as an
Erlich or a Ghostlaw.
Though black and white is conventionally understood to be the medium
of hard-fact observation, many monochrome images are charged with
poetic effects. "Ariadne's Thread"
(page 39), a 16-by-20-inch multipleimage print by Eugenia Schnee, a
graduate student at George Washing-

His view of the "Badlands" (page 38) catches
the swell and roll of the desert at an angle that
endows it with a fleshlike sensuosity. The lines
and tracks cutting through it read like human
wrinkles, if not crevices.
Virtually all that remains of the
old "Tell it like it is" naturalism are
sly, witty photographs of the sort
produced by Mark Frey, a 1983
graduate of the University of Washington, and Jeff Burk, a graduate
student at Indiana University. But
UNTITLED
Preston Birck11er
Mary/a11d Institute, College ofArt
Baltimore, Md.
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Now there'.-; a car for
people who wane something ex1ra with their
practica lity: The new Ford
Escort Turbo GT.
The son1eching excra is
a 1.6 liter turbocharged
engine. A powcrplarn so
versaci le that it gives you
the mileage ratings you'd
eE?_ecc from an Escort
(lf2j EPA Est. MPG, 3-t Est.
11\XIY*) plus 120 horsepower on demand at

5200 RP1\I~*
But the new Escon
Turbo GT is much more

than powerful. A responsive Performance
Suspension with Koni®
shocks and performance
tires provide excellent
cornering and handling.
The seats are designed
for active driving comfort. And the integrated
air dam and rear spoiler
enhance high speed
stabilit)~

The new Ford Escort
Turbo GT It raises your
standard of leaving: Without inflating your cosc of
driving.

Quality is Job 1.
This isn't just a phra'ie.
It's a commitment to toral
quality, which begins wich
the design and engineering of our cars and continues through the life of
the product. And the commitment continues for
1985. Ford is decermined
co build the finest cars in
the world.

Ford Dealer Life time
Service Guarantee.
As a part of Ford Motor
Companys commicmem co

your rocal sacisfaction, participating Ford Dealers
stand behind their work,
in writing, with a Li fetime
Ser vice Guarantee. No
other car companies'
dealers, foreign or
domestic, offer this kind of
security. Nobody. See your
participating Ford Dealer
for details.
Get 11 together-Buckle up.
'For a>ntplri-.on )bur m11c:l!."' mn

\;Jf'\'

<k.1>endmg on 'IX"'-~ mp k:ngih.
\\\.•:Uhl.'!' \ctual highway milt.':J&C IO\w.-

• ·H.•"-'ll on ~E sundanlJI}l9
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Have you driven a Ford ...

late ly?

(~~;~

Escort Turbo GT.

